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As the octopus came upon that side of the ship, the divers slid over the other side. Reaching the
.sani:is below, they hastened to the submarine boat. A moment later they were
!n the vestibule. Frank shut the door
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Six Weeks Buried in aDeep Sea Cave;
OR,

FRANK READE, JR.'S fiREAT SUBMARINE SEARCH.
By .. NONAME."

CHAPTER I.

But Frank Reade, Jr., only laughed at these offers.
He said:
"I will never sell any secret of mine to a government to
DESCRIBES THE INVENTOR AND HIS INVENTION.
be used for purposes of warfare."
And in this resolution Frank Reade, Jr., was quite indeA new submarine boat was all completed and floated in
pendent, for he was possessed of large wealth.
the basin in the yard of Frank Reade, J r.'s machine works
T'.he Pearl was a model of beauty ancl grace.
in Readestown.
Its lines were unlike tliat of any ordinary eraH, resemThis basin or tank was fully twenty feet deep and con- bling somewhat the build of a monitor.
nected with a canal which led down to the river, which was
It had three turrets, which were revolving windows pronavigable to the sea.
tected by heavy plate glass.
The Pearl was the name of the new invention, and it was
The material of which the hull was constructed was hardtruly the wonder of modern times. It was no ordinary feat ened steel, thin but extremely tough. The process was
to have conquered the mighty problem of submarine navi- known only to the inventor.
gation.
Frank Reade, Jr., speedily was made aware of this.
He was fairly deluged with letters from all parts 0£ the
world. Some of these were from parties who desired to
recover sunken treasures or locate submarine gold mines.
Others were from officials high in authority in foreign
nations, offering fabulo us prices for the secret of the boat's
constmction.

A brass guard rail extended the whole length of the vessel and protected the decks. T'.he Pearl had been built nar
row of beam and £or speed.,
Each turret had four windows protected by plate glass,
and a door opening from . a vestibule. Three short masts
arose also from the centre of each turret.
There were also large plate glass observation windows in
the hull of the submarine boat.

SL\ \\.EEKS BGRIEJJ I .J .\ DE El' SB.\ UA VE.

From the interior 0£ the l:"aL b · thi~ mean;; the bottom of
the ~c a could be kept corr.-::tantly in view.
1n the fonYard turret \1·as the pilot-houtle with t he steering gear and the electric keyboard, for the motive power of
the Pearl wa electricity.
Per ha pt; at this point it might be well to take a look at the
interior of the boat.

"You arc the grcale~t benefactor of 8C:icn('c of modern
time·, ML Heade:· said the genial doctor, "only think of it.
.\ submarin e rnyage and the mo,,;t wonderful opport unity to
e:xplore the ocean depths cvci· known. And to think that I
iftl1 the favored one. Ought I not to be happy?"
" Indeed, doctor, l am pleased that you regard the affair
so enthusiasti call y," <;aid Frank. "I hope you will find your
dearest hopes rewarded."

This wa~ th e rno~t wonderful part of it.
"Begorra, I hope we'll not get swallowed by any big
Stepping into th e mi:t.in turr ret one was stmck by the elegance of the furniture and the furnishings. lt was a small whale down there," said Bamey.
chamber, of cour,:e, but :was nevertheless fitted up fit for a
"Golly! I don' beliebc he keep yo' down very long, I'ish,"
;
ki ng's abode.
exploded Pomp.
Next to the main cahin. was the dining saloon. This was
The two were always lJadgering each other. Barney
admirably equipped.
bristled up.
Then came the staterooms, and next the pilot-house.
"Phwat's that yez 1:5 ay ?" he _cried, excitedly. "An phwat's
Under the pi lot-house was the electric engine room . Herc the raison, pray?"
,1·cre the 'rnndcrful dynamos ancl ystcm of ~torage, th e
"i\Iassy T.;ord yo' is too green ro' to ECt steady Oll hi.
f"c>c:rct of which 11·.:i s know11 011 ly to Frank Heade. Jr.
stomach. Yo' berry mu ch. worse clan a hull watcrmilyun."
13ut the most 11·0.ndcrf:nl thine: of all "·as the system cl r- ·
Bamcy ·hook his reel mane aggressively.
Yi ~ccl for the raising and. loweri'ng of the boat.
.
"Shure, that's an insult to a thrn e so n a r the Emerald
This 'ra" done b}· means of tanks, whi ch, when filled with
Isle !" he cried. " T'll hare <1 fo ll oul ay rcz fer !hat!"
water from valYcs. cauF<ed the boat to sink.
·' Don' yo' trubblc> di ,: ehil e !" 1rarncc1 P omp. "Iain' de
When this 'rater wa · expell ed b_v th e lJressure of com1cast lJit afraid ob yo'."
prc:;1:5cc1 air then the boat 1rnulr1 ri se.
" Ycz ain't, eh:'" roared .Barney, <1B he made a di vc at the
K ext \l'<1 S the p1~oblem of furni shing the boat with a condarky.
stant supply of fresh air.
The coon eluded hirn partl~·. but Harn ey caught him by
Thi s seemed a conundrum so fa r under 1.he surface of the
lh c kn ee. Unfortunately they \rere n. little too near the
sea, but Frank had solved it.
lank.
He had ski lJ:ulJ ?· perfec ted ;1 chemi cal generator of ongen, \rhieh conltl fnrn .if'h air for all part or th e bont
Ramey lost hi s lrn L1rn·c and l\"Cl1t orer the edge. Of
through rnrious tube · and rnh·cs. 'l'hi ~ 'ras so c1evi ~ed i.ha l cour~c h J pulled J)ornp after him.
it could also destroy all ih c poi sonous gases anrl vapors.
.\ nd t10 11·11the~' 1r c nt splul.kring aucl ,;pla,;hing.
to 1.r:wcl "·ith irn Hoth co uld ~ 11· i111 lik<· d11('k>'. ~o lhcro 1ra. no danger.
Thill enabled the' ::;11ll111nrinc rovagcr~
,,
punity at nny depth a1l<l for am length of tim e.
Frnn k and the clodor 11 al t·hecl th o111. laughing- heartily.
They could remain for ,1·cck. und er lhc 'rater w·ithout ill
Th ey Ee ram bJcc1 out tlri pping, C1 bnshec1, and with their
ardor
much cool cl.
effects.
u

·

~

We have thus giYen th reader a very incomplete account
Th e.r i;hmk away to t11 c engine room to dry their wet
of the submarine boat P ea rl.
d olli es. It was a case of even up.
It would not now be amiRs to introcl nee the voyagers \Yho
Preparations went fonrarcl r;1pidl} for the great undcr1rcre to take the first trip in this wonderful boat.
~ca crui se.
First, there \ras Frank Rea~l e, Jr., th e young inventor.
Workmen \rOre busy getting th e machinery jnto apple-pie
Then ca1ue two emplo:vee ', Barne~', a11 Tri shm an, with a circler anc1 1rntting stores aboard her.
(uncl of wit inexhaustible, and Pomp, a negro, as full of fun
0 E ('purse the nsual r-oter ie of newspaper reportors apns a nut is of meat.
peared, and tri ed to l am all tho secrets of the boat.
There was next Doctor Calliope, the president of the
Rut the r,1nl was kept cl o~el y guarded, and it w;:is not
;\merican Society of Piscici1lture. A very learned mall. in- 'ca.,y to do this. .\ clo:::c nntlook wa ~ al~o kept for tramp~
deed, was Doctor Calliope.
or cranks, who would not he:-itatr to do the boat Irnrm.
He was taking the voyage for the pmpose of studyi ng
One clay the Pearl fl oated in th tank, all equipped and
marine life and fish o:f the deep sea.
ready for the ' tart.

I

'IX

\VJ~EK..

X o objective point liad b en named. no definite

' Jt

1ra~

purpo~e .

enough that they w0rr to sai l the ocean depths and

l'Xplore it.;
H t' had

CHAPTER II.

11· onde r ~.

Di·. l 'a lliope

\l'il>'

cabinet~

right in hi" l'lement.

A'l' TIIB BOTT0.:11 OF THE SEA.

and scientifi c instrum ents cani eu a.bo::ml

the boat for us<? in the research.
The ;;tnrting hour nt length arrive(l.
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I

Barney touched a spring, whi.ch hermetically sealed e1·ery
All w:rn in reac1i- door and window aboard the boat.

ness.
Th<?n he pres;;ed the reservoir lever. T.he compressed air
\\.orkm en were at the ga te of the lock ready to open it. was dri\·en from the tank, and the boat began to sink.
Frank, with Pomp and the doctor, st ood on deck.
Barney was in the pilot-house ready for the ~ tart.

Down she went rapidly.
He

waited the word from Frank.
A band played

ou t ~i dc.

Pressing a button. 't hEYinterior of the ooat

WU$

set ablaze

11·ith electric lighb.

'rhrong of people 11'Cre along

the ri ver bank waiting for the boatl to appear.

Then the g reat searchlight sent it. raJR for hmit\re1h of
yards in every direction through the wate:r.

At just the right moment Frank made the ~ignal to Bar-

Down-clown 6ank the boat.

ney.

"That is queer !'' criecl Frank.

"ls there no bottom

The Celt presse1 the elect.ric •ke.r the anal ga te opened, here!'"
aut1 the boat glided into the 1•ann) .. 1 1
The pressure on the bont•noll' began to he felt. But just
the yo ung inventor was beginning to get really alarmed
A f<'w moment~ later it had traverne<l the di . tance to the

·as

As it emerged upon th<? rin•r current trern<'ndons bottom was seen.
And such a wonderful spectacle it was.
cheer went up ·from the crowd.
Barney held the boat in suspension for a few moments,
Frank and the doctor waved flags and the boat moved
looking for a uitable landing9place.
1away down the rirer.
Thi s it was not easy to find owing to the dense marine
The great cn1isc was begun.
growth which here coyered the bottom of the sea..
Barney put on all , peed and Rea des town was left far
But finally a pot \\"O S found upon a.· high rock. The boat
behind. l l was not a long run to the sea.
settl ed do1rn upon it.
Once in t he .alt irater a practical trst of the working
Prom this point of rnntage the voyagers could look in all
(Jowers of the boat 11'as made.
diree:iions and Pee the wonders of their JX>Sition.
n descended to the bottom, f'ai lct' at vari ous clerations To attempt to describe it all in detail would require too
under water, and otherwi e proved itself a great triumph.
much spa ce.
But it was nece:<sary to get many miles from land before
There were forests of marine plant s, m~rn .r of them growany wonders of (he i-:ca depths would he found that would be
ing fully twenty feet high; cora.J i·eccs~s and reefs, rock
worth noting.
caverns, and all holding some form of fi&h life:
, o the Pearl put ~traight o ut for the middle oflthe ocean.
Every kind of stran&e fi sh anJ sea. mm1ster thronged the
river.

Then iL bore sou th for equator ial f:eas . It was there that i;ubrriarinc forest.
the doctor 'Xpected to meet with the wid e~t field.
'l'he ::mhmarinr boat prored a fast sailer, and so it hap-

Dr. Calliope was right in his clement.
LLe studied them at first with a po1rerful glass; then the

penec1 that it seemed no great lap~e of time when Frank desire (o acquire s.ome of the specimens was too powerful.
11eade, Jr., came on deck one day vnd said :
"\fr are now in rquatorial seas.

This led him to descend to the kec1 of the boat, where a

What a.y you, Doctor trap was a.rranged.

H ere he could man.age by an ingenious

Is lhi : > a fn vora ble spot to rlescend ?"
cont riYan ce to recove1· specimens from the immediate
'·1nueec1, I beli<?ve it is, " agreed tlw doctor. "Is it agree- vicinily.

Cn lliope?

ahl<' to you, Frank ?''
•·Perfectly."
\Vith ll'l1ich Frank turned ;rncl callecl to Barney:
" Let lhe boat descend," he said.
'·. \ll roight, . or,'' replied tlw Ccl t.
Then there was a cramble by all to get into the cabin.

After some lime spent in this manner, Prank started the
boat for a new qu!U'ter.

It ail ed away over the marine fore t at a convenient and
safe height. 'rl1e search-light wa.s kept busy all the while.
After a whil e the topography of the o can bed began to
change.
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The marine forest was succeeded by a level plain of pur"Don't be too sure of it," cried Frank, "death should be
instantaneous."
est white sand.
"Begorra, he's coming to loife already," cried Barney.
Here were sh~lls of rich and variegated shapes and hues.
'l'his was seen to be true enough, for the whale slowly and
They made an extremely beautiful and brilliant spectacle.
convulsively
regained an unright position and then swam
Some of these specimens the doctor was very anxious to
rapidly away.
secure; this largely augmented his collection.
It did not renew its attack upon the submarine boat.
For some while the boat glided on ov::ir the plain of sand
the nonsanse
There was n·o doubt but that it had had
without any incident of great note.
It was not until the scene began to change, showing con- knocked out of it, and was bound to respect its powerful

all

glomerations of rocks, that any incident of an exciting sort anr.agonist.
One thing was sure, it had been a very close call for the
occurred.
Then Pomp, who was looking out of one of the observa- Pead. A straight blow would Juve ~ frely sealed its fate.
tion windows, suddenly screamed:
Nothing more was seen of the wkile. It went out of
"Massy Lardy! We am gwine to be smashed suah. Look sight _and the Pearl went her way.
out dar, I'ish !"
Barney crowded on speed now anu for some miles the
boat ra~ fast.
Barney, who was in the pilot house, suddenly jammed
.
d
. t. th .
Then the sandy plain began to ascend.
1
th e h em
1 aroun d . H e saw th e pen1 an was JUS m e me~
·
High cliffs suddenly formed just ahead and as the boat
of time.
I
· passed over these a great cry went up.
A monster whale had dove straight for the boat with
"Great Scott!" cried Frank. "A city under the sea!"
jaws wide open.
"A city!" gasped the doctor.
Had the leviathan struck the boat it would have been the
The scene spread to the view of the voyagers was like a
end of it. But Barney's action just caused the whale to page from a book of fairy tales.
miss its aim.
There, down in a little valley was a city of whitest stone.
It went by the boat like an arrow out of a bow.
"Whew~" gasped the doctor;''that was a close shave."
"liook out!" cried Frank, "he is coming back!"
This was true.
"Bejabers he'll have a race tq catch us!" cried Barney.
And he put on all speed. The boat ran on like lightning
and the whale pursued it.

It gleamed like a radiant vision in the glare of electric
lights.

There were high buildings, towers, domes• and minarets.
Broad, paved streets intersected each other. A high wall
of deJ'.ense surrounded ·the city.
A city under the sea!
What did it mean?
For a moment this puzzled the voyagers. Then tliey
The monster overtook the boat and gave it a glancing
blow on the side.
solved t~e mystery in a logical manner.
Had this city been built by merman and mermaid or
Frank saw that something desperate had got to be done.
So he called all into the pilot-house. Each stood upon a some deep sea dwellers who were of an intelligence on a par
stool with glass legs, and Frank pressed a button which with tl:e upper world?
But the improbability of this thought was at once apsent the electric current into the steel hull.
'l'he whale turned and came again for another glancing parent. There was no sign of life in the deep sea city.
blow.
No people were there. It was a city of death.
It had doubtless been built by human hands and above
He met with a hot reception this time, to be sure. It
the surface of the sea.
must have been a momentary surprise.
But some internal commotion of the earth's cr11st had
'l'he moment he touched the boat there was a shock, a tercaused the co.n tinent or isle upon which it had stood to sink
rific recoil and the water boiled like a caldron.
The whale shot off several yards from the boat and ap- beneath the sea.
peared to be in the throes of death. It quivered anu strugOf course, this had sealed its fate. But wha '. a fearful
glcd violently and lay upon its back.
end for the thriving inhabitants.
"It is a death blow!" cried the doctor. "What power
It wa, a powerful spell which for a long whil r helu the
there is in electricity."
voyagers.
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Frank was the first to speak.
It seemed as if the sea was suddenly thrown in.to some
"No doubt that city was built many hundred years ago!" violent and fearful commotion. It was a moment of IDJS·
"Then we are above a sunken continent," said Dr. Cal- tery-of intense surprise and excitement.
liope.
"That is true!"
"But-what wonderful stone that is of which the city is
built! It looks like coral!"
"It is doubtless ordinary stone encrusted with ~oral," said'
Frank. "The effect is beautiful!"
"That must have required centuries of work by the insects."
"Indeed, yes ! There must be little left of the city save
these silent white ouildings."
The submarine boat now sailed down over the wonderful
city, and a closer look at it was taken.
"Judging from its extent fully half a million people must
have lived here once!" averred. the doctor.
"No doubt of it!" agreed Frank.
"But w~rnt could have supported such a metropolis?"
"No doubt the country about it."
"Mercy on us ! It is a miserable looking region !"
"Ye., at present. But this great waste of sand may once
have been fertile soil, with waving fields of grain and rich
gardens, yielding wealth for the inhabitants."
"It does not _look possible."
"Yet it i3 likely."
"But nothing would grow in that sand."
"Ah, but it may not have always been sand hereabouts.
The sand I suppose was created by the action of the water
or brought here by an undertow."

CHAPTER III.
THE NEW ISLAND.

What did it mean?
What had happened?
Or rather what was happening at that moment? The
query was stamped on the pale faces of all the party.
"On my word!" cried the doctor, "I believe it is a tidal
wav~ l"
"More like an earthquake!" cried Frank.
all !"

"Look out

' It seemed as if the bottom of the ocean was rising to
strike the bottom of the boat.
But this was regarded as an optical delusion.
The general belief was instinctively that the. boat was
sinking. Down she went, or rather up came the bottom of
the sea.
The water was in a literal tempest, making a terrific furare. The submarine boat was tossed about like a mere toy.
But an explanation of the situation was not long in coming. Suddenly the buildings of such crystal white began to
reel and tumble.

"An earthquake !'' yelled Frank.
The doctor nodded his head.
"That is a very logical argument," he said. "What a
The boat was wedged in between two buildings. At the
nation it must have been? Is it not curious that we have no moment it seemed impossible to extricate her.
historical record of it?"
But the next moment the electric lights paled.
A great shout went up from the doctor.
"Not so very !" declared Frank. "When you call to mind
"Wonderful !" 11e cried. "We are going to the surface!
that the new world was only discovered a few hundred years
ago. This city and the continent may have sunk before 'rhe water is receding!"
Columbus crossed the sea."
Indeed, this seemed to be the case.
"Ah, that is certainly logical," agreed the doctor, scratchThe next moment a most astounding state of affairs was
ing his head, "but it is not the right location for the sunken revealed.
Atlantis."
A waste of tumbling, heaving waters, a brassy sky and
glaring
sun, and a waste of sancl and coml-encrusted build"Yet it may have sunk at the same time, or been even a
ings were seen upon all sides.
distant part of that continent. Who shall say?"
Th~y were no longer at the bottom of the sea. By a most
"Well, I vum !" muttered the doctor. "Wonders are
growing! What will come next?"
inexplicable bit of magic they had been lifted into daylight
Whatever was in store in the way of wonders, it was not and the upper world.
easy to guess, but a thrilling incident was close at hand.
What was the meaning of the strange phenomenon ? What
The boat seemed suddenly sinking. Barney reversed the had happened tq place them thus high and dry from the
tank lever, but that did no good.
ocean depths?
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The mighty tumbling waste of waters receded from the again the curiosity of all demanded a brief tour about the
newly arisen isle, so long buried at the bottom of the sea.
Gradually they ceased their commotion. and rhr land lost
its rocking motion.

new made isle.
The streets of the coral city lay before them.
ome of the buildings had been shattered and had fallen,

'l'hen lhe sun began to absorb the water in the hol lows of but the majority 1rerc intact.
the rocks, and the sra became a dead ca lm. The Equatorjal

lt was now seen that their antiquity wa rcry great.

Sea held a new LJe restored after many cent uries.

They had doubtless been built many hundreds of year~
'I'his became all apparent to the l'o_yagcrs in a brief space previou ly. 'fi1ey were two stories in height, with roof

of time.

It requi red some little space, howeYer, for them gardens and high portico ' .

to recover equanimity.
Fortunately no one had been injured.

' L'he architecture wa~ of a style not known to either the
Greek or Homan school.

Thi. was evidence that the island

Neither ll'as the ubmarin e boat at all injured, though people were of a race entirely separat e from any Qther on_
it lay high and dry betll'een two of the co ral buildings.
earth.

" By the soul of Plat !"gasped the l1octor, '·we have e Whether ll'hite, black or :Yl ongolian, it was not ea,;.v to
caped unharmed, and are the foriunaie ll'itnesses of a most say, but the doctor after , omc ' htdy aid:
remarkable

phenomenon~ ..

" You are right!"' agreed Frank. "It is a miracle!"
"Begorra, but it' badly sthuck we are!" cried Bame~1 •

"It is my opinion that these people \\'ere 1vhite of skin
and well advanced in civilization."

"Is it not a pit.v 'that we can find no other identifying

"Shure, howiver ll'ill ll'e git out a'' thi pickle?·

marks of them?"· said Frank. "Only tlie empty building.
"I done fink it am nll a big dream;' averred Pomp, and paved streets are lefi.."
pinching himself to make urc. "I kain't understand it."
" ThRt is true !"
"I don't wonder,'' said Frank. " li. is certainly a mar"How do we know whether thry understood the use of

ycJous freak of Dame Nature."'
ccrrhe boat seems to be unharmed," declared the doctor.

metals?

\Vhy do we not find some of their article of do-

mestic or warlike u. e ?"

"Not injured in the least;· said Frank, "but--"
"'l'hat i easily explained," said the doctor. " 'I he action
He made a wry face and all exchanged glances.
of the water and lapse of time would be sufficient lo remove
" On my word," said the doctor, "it looks as i£ ·we were all such trace .. ,
r elegated here to stay, Frank .. ,
"'rhat will put an end to onr su bmarine explorations."

"You think so?"'

" Why, we know it in the a bscncc ot any remains . Every-

"Then we are eastn ways ?''

thing haa gone to decay but Lhe$e walls, which have only

"Sure."

been preserved intact by the work of the coral insects."

" And like Robinson Crusoe mu~t watch vainly for a
lJassing sail.··

" Ah; I fear that ressels seldom come in to these seas !"
"That is a bad outlook for us."'

"It is a pity,'" was all Frank cou ld say.
'l'hey wandered on down lite streets of the coral city.
Many strange things were seen.

The city had been the home of many strange fish and
'rhe doctor 'rnlkcrl to the rail of the ubmarine boa.t and marine creatures.

looked ovel'.
'l' hesc, taken so suddenly from their element, were in
" Is there no way to di Bloclge lhe ve. sel ?''he asked. "Can >'O rne cases dead or dying.
we not launch her again?"
In others they were seeking to crawl back into the sea.
Frank looked dubiously at the full two hundred yards of
'l' here were huge crabs of the trangest description and
di stance to the water's edge and said ruefully :

colors; mighty jellyfish, voracious looking creatures, akin to

" It does not look very encomaging. H owcYer, we will see the cuttlefish, and a they turned the corner of one street
what can be done."

All n ow clambered down from the Pearl's deck.
It waR seen that she rested lightly between the buildings
and had ,;ufferccl 110 seri ous strain.

Frank gripped tlw doctor's arm.
" L ook out!" he cried .
"What?"'
" Danger! ''

This was certainly en couraging. The spi rits of all arose.

"Soul of J\ ri stotle ! 1 hould say so!" gnsped the scientist.

But before taking any steps toward launching .the boat_

There extended along the entire length of the street wa~ n
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mighty, .· inuou · I.Jody 1rhiC'h tb c rnyag r · were <;ertain 11·a,;
Only ;t long ridge or roam marked hi~ cli:;appcarancc. lfo
the sea E>erpent iisel f.
1rns never seen again by any 0£ the party.
The doctor 1rns bitterly disappointed.
Its fearful prnportions exceeded anything they had eve r
·•Jt i;; hanl luck !"' he cried. "J would harn ginm an,1·~een before, ancl there was little wonder that they experienced terror.
!hing for his ski n. Imagine whal a i:;cnsation it \\"Ould
"Golly !" gasped Pomp, beating a retreat. '' Look out Fo' e1-,'atc on exhibition in New York.' '
dat big snake! Jt 3{11 dead shnah a boa-com:trictor !'' .
"lndeecl, that is true," agreed Frank. " but he 1ra ~ a JiW e
·'Begona, phwat' · lhat ; .. a~ ked Barney, in a pm~z l ed Loo smart for us !"
manner.

'·So indeed he was. Xever mind ! we may find s<;nnething

.. Yo' don' know nuffin ', 1'ibh.
11·iU jes' squeeze yo' all to pi eces

l ( a 111 a bi g :make dc1 t
[o '

a cent

.J u:-c

as wonderful yet;' was lhc professor's consoling

thought.

1..

" gh !" grunted the Celt. '''l'he divil take him , thin!
Shure I'll kape out av hi s way !"
· · ~onscnse !" cried the doctor impatiently. '·lt is no
snake, you scare-crow !"
.. Shure, thin. plmat the divil is it?" a,;kcd .Barne:y.
"Nothing bu t a. giant eel of a HpecicR unknown and unc·hu;si fied. On my word , i>: he not a mon ·tcr, Frank?"
'·You are right," agrcccl !.he yo ung in \·cnto·r: who hac1 1 •

CHAPTER I V.
A STRANGE 1\f.ONSTEH.

The party continued their explorations of the island n (
l1een attentively studying the crca lure ; "for an eel that
some length.
heats the world." '
'"['h en after all had grown weary and hungry it was pro"It surely doc;;!" '
posed to return to the i.Joat.
" It has the look of a serpent:, and yet one can see I y the
This wa done.
dorsal fin and the gil l11at it is a fish. _\ h, look out. cwnPomp proceeded to ::iprcad him~elf in the setting forll1
body !"
J ·•

of a fine repast. This wa mu(;h appreciated and ample ju~-

The warning wa . m:ll tim ed.

Thc mighty monst ' l' made a sudden spa:m10dic: move. ti e:c "\l"ilS done it by the olhert:.
The result was that it . huge tail cr ushed in th e coral wall
Much refreshed, all sat out on deck that el'cning and
of one ol the buildings.
enjoyed the balmy air 11·hich driltcd a<;ross the newly 111;1 11: ·
isle.
Wriggling, with a force which made the ground tremble,
J>ornp produced hi~ banjo arnl Barney hi· fiddle.
lhe giant eel got undrr wa y .
Between them they Furnisbrd rare entertainment for ;1
This brought tho doctor to his sc 11 ~ ~":)hool !" he uicd. " don·t let him gel awn>··

Hi ~ skin 1rhilc.

The moon hung hi gh in a bcaulifol sky :ill th l'
1

will be wori.h a king·s fo{tune for exhibition in .\m0Tic11."'
while.
Fortunately tltc:y bad all provirlccl themselYC' with rifles
" Indeed, life on tl1c eguaior i;:; not the wort thing in llw
1Yorld,"
dcclarecl !Trank.Reade, Jr.
i>cforc leaving lhc Pearl.
"You have not seer\ all its phases yet." said tli c clocfor
, "hot were at once fired at tltc l.
But they seemed not to hinder the mon ster in his coui·se cautiously. "Do not pass jm1gmcnL upon it until you haYc
rn if they took effect, foT he kept on hi . .cu mbe~·sorne spent at least a year upon the earth's dividing line."
1rav to the f'ea.
'·No doubt that is goocl advicc;· ,agrccd Frank, "but ~o

0\

"Look out! he will e;>capc u !"cried the doctor.
for hi · head! "'

"Aim far it ha · been enjoyablP,."
" Wha' am de programme fo' to-morro11· Ma\·se

Frank~ ..

"Bejabcrs, I've faired at it twicet,' · cried Barney, " but asked Pomp.
divil an imprc1> ion kin I make on it.."'
" To-morrow!" exclaimed the young inventor. "We mu~l
.-\nd this sort or luck wailed upo11 all. Tn : ; piic of the try and launch the submarine boat again."
rapicl shot · the huge monster slid down oYer the half mile
"Berry good, saJ1 !"
of sands to the sea.
"Do you apprehend much difficulty?" a. kcd the doctor.
Tnto the W1J.ter he slid, making a terrine commotion, and
"I apprehend some hard work," replied Frank. "We imn·
tlH·n wa ~ 011!. o{ ::;irrht in nn instm1L
eren have to nli st you!"

ff
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"l am quite ready!" declared the savant. "Make any use
"Help! foire ! murther !" he screamed. "Shure, Misthcr
Frank, come quick .fer lhc loifo av ycz !''
of me which you choose!"
A short while later all retired.
As it chanced Barney was near lhc push button which
As there were no inhabitants or perils on the isle to be operated the electric alarm gong.
feared apparently, it was not deemed neces ary to keep a.
He touched thi , which instantly began ringing furiou ly.
It is needless to say that ihc voyagers were brought out
watch.
But Barney slept in the pilot house, while Pomp was of their slumbers.
They came tumbling out in the greatest of excitement.
ensconced in the forward turret to be ready in ca ·e of a disFrank Reade, Jr. was the first on deck.
turbance.
Barney had gone to find an elephant rifle. '
Soon all were locked in the embrace of deepest slumber;
: and while they slept the wind soughed sadly across the

The doctor came close behind Frank and Pomp next.
'Ihc
sight they beheld was surely enough to fill them with
boat's deck, the seas swashed upon the sands of the island
terror.
shore, and the moon made all like 9.ay upon the isle.
"Shades of Plato!" gasped the doctor. "What is that?"
Some hours passed.
"Name it if you can!" cried Prank.
It must have been in one of the early morning hours that
"The great saurian of the Pliocene epoch!" declared the
a very strange thing happened.

Suddenly from the sea, at a point just below, there doctor, adjusting his glasses. "No, by Jupiter, it is no saurian or reptile. It is-it is a giant crab."
emerged a strange giant form.
"A giant crab!" cried Frank excitedly. "Whoever heard
t was a living creature, but, heavens, what a literal monof such a thing ?"
~ster it was!
Its body was like that of an elephant, its long giant claws
could crush almost anything, and its greenish eyes were like
the glare of lamps in the dim light.
This nondescript habitant of the deep came crawling out
upon the island shore.
It chanced at tlia t moment th at Barney awo k·e. Tlle
moon was shining full in his face.
This might have been the cause of his waking; but, however, it was something prompted him to glance out of the
window.

"Yet that i what it is,'' averred the doctor positively.
"Mercy on us, this beats all the record of natural history
or science ! Whover saw such a creature as that before?"
"Whatever it is,'' cried Frank wildly, "it surely mean;:
harm to this boat! We have no time to lose, and must take
quick action."
"What shall we do?"
"Why, open fire on the creature! Anything-everything
only don't let it come aboard of us !"
"Bego:i:ra, !:).ere goes!" cried Barney, as he fired at the

And the sight which met 'his gaze was of a sort calculated monster.
to chill the marrow in one's bones.
The bullet truck the hard shell of the giant crab, buL
He gave a gasp of terror.
rattled off like a pebble.
"Mither av Moses!" he chattered. "Am I dhraming or ~ A dozen shots were thus fired without avail.
Then Frank cried:
am I woide awake?"
"Aim for the eye! Take steady aim and hit it!"
He dared to look again.
This was no difficult thing to do. The creature's eyes
There was no mistake. What he saw was a living reality.
were as big as saucer plates.
His teeth chattered like castanets.
Meanwhile the creature had evidently sighted the boat,
"Phwat the divil is it?" he muttered. "Shure I nivcr
and was making it a mark. It was coming straight for it.
see the loikcs av that afore!"
Frank knew well what damage might occur if that giant
The my terious marine monster was crawling out of the
form
should pile itself upon the boat. I ts we1ght would be
water upon the sands of the island.
,
Once out it paused a moment as if to take a look at things enough to crush the plates of the boat.
There was only one hope, and this wa to arrest the progabout. Then, as if satisfied with the look, it began to crawl
ress of the creature before it could reach the Pearl.
slowly toward the submarine boat.
But, singularly enough, the rifle balls did not take effect.
Barney could not help but lie where he was for some
They rattled from the creature's shell like hail stones.
moments, utterly unable to move hand or foot.
llut Frank picked up his elephant rifl.u and placed an cx'l'hcn he overcame the curious spell and bounded from his
plosi
vc shell in it.
bunk.
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At a glance he saw the lay of the land and just how to
'l'hen he took deliberate and careful aim at the creature's
eye. He pulled the trigger.
take advantage of all natural advantages.
The shot went true to the mark.
The interval to the ocean was slightly sloping. It also
It struck the crab full in its right eye. There was an was something in the nature of a ravine.
Doctor Calliope's plan was to dig a canal to the keel of
explosion, a scattering of fluid-the sight of that eye was
destroyed.
the boat and then float her out. But this would require an
This was the first evidence o! pain given by the creature. endless amount of work.
So Frank hit upon what he believed would be an easier
It reeled, made a spasmodic plunge, and the ground
and better plan.
shook. At the same moment it wildly clawed the air.
Two hundred yards further into the interior, and at a
A cheer went· up.
"Now hit the other eye !" cried the doctor. "Then we height some feet above the level of the stranded boat, was a
body of water.
will have him truly hors-du-combat!"
"All roight," cried Barney, "here's bad cess to the eraIt lay in a deep hollow, and had been left there by the rise
ther !"
of the isle.
Crack!
Its natural course, were it to escape its bonds, would be
The Celt's rifle spoke. Another cheer went up from the directly down through this lower ravine in which the submarine boat was, and a channel could be made directly becrowd. It was a capital shot.
The eyesight of the foe was destroyed. This was an tween these buildings to the sea.
Frank saw the point at once. He also discovered that ft
advantage.
very little explosion of blast dynamite would set the imprisBut the struggle went no further.
The crab, infuriated and frantic with pain, macie a blind oned body of water free. This in its course should take the
submarine boat safely down to the sea.
and maddening rush away at right angles.
This took it toward a high cliff which overhung the sea.
The castaways gave chase.
But tpe giant crab easily outfooted its pursuers.
It went careering madly to the verge of the cliff. The
next moment it was over the verge.
Down into the sea it went with a terrific splash and disappeared beneath the waves.

CHAPTER V.
IN THE DEEP SEA CA VE.

It was not seen again.
No sooner had he seen this vantage point than Frank deGathered on the brow of the cliff the submarine voyagers cidcd upon it as his best move.
were disposed to congratulate themselves on the narHe at once drew his lines and made a mental survey. A
row e;:;cape.
few moments later all were at work.
"Bejabers, it's lucky I woke up in toime to see the craA blast dynamite opened a gap in the city wall so that a
ther," cried Barney.
straight channel was made from the lake.
All agreed to this.
Several of the buildings were also blown up.
"Well," said Frank, "it will pay us to keep a watch on
Excavations were made and a general channel roughly
deck after this. But I thought of no such peril!"
established. Then preparations were made for the liberatHowever, there was no more slee1) .for the party that ing of the lake.
morning. They returned in the moonlight to the deck.
It was an immense body of water, and would make a
Plans for .getting the boat off the island were now dis- literal flood down through the channel to the sea.

cussed.
Everything in its course should be carried before it, inWith the coming of daylight these were elaborated. They eluding, as Frank hoped, the Pearl.
were the result of Frank Reade, Jr.'s ingenuity.
All preparations were made.
The distance to the water was full two hundred yards.
Frank went aboard the Pearl and all were on her deck
To attempt to drag the boat that distance through the waiting for the grand denouement.
sand was out of the question.
It was an exciting moment.
Frank had a better plan.
Frank held in his hand the electric key which was to libHe was a skilled engineer.
erate the great lake.
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A touch upon it, and-" .MercifuJ powers !" ga~ped the doctor; "look at that!"
Lt wa a thrilling spectacle.
Up into the air like a volcano rose the dynamite bh18t.
'l'hc terrific rent made in the cliff was ufficient.
The next moment a thrilling scene was enacted.
.Doll'n over the rocks cnrne the irnmcrrne bodv of water
like a liberated sea .
Down in terrific surges ! rI'he 1·oyagcrs held thci r breath.
\\'hat would be the rc~ult \\"hen Lhcy should :-;t rike that
boat? Would lhey be clashed to pieces r
It wa a critical moment.
All retreated in(o the cabin an<.1 clo:;;eJ the hermeticnlly
scnlcd doors.

'fhen this revcakd an astounding fact; in spilc of th e
fonrnn1 motion of the propeller, they 11·crr slidi ng back-

wards. What coul<l it be r
'·Ureat ::icotL!'. suddenly 'xclaimrd Frank.
We arc in an undertow!.,

" I ee it!

'·An und ertow !., excla im ed the doctor.
" Yes, and I think it will trouble us to get out of il."
" \Vhat sort of an und rlow ? vVhcrc will il take us:,.
" Mercy knows! Perhaps it ii> n deep Rea labyrinth or
maelstrom, and will keep us constant ly whirling in n circle!.,
"C'&sar's ghos("l'' exclaimed the doctor, "that is a ba1.l
state of affairs!"

" Well, yes, unles. we cnn get out of the maelsirom.''
Frank \\·a at the wheel.
"Can 11·e do that!'"
'l'hc time behrccn the breaking of the banier and the
" \Ve can try !"
striking oI the boat by the waters wa s brief.
Frank tried to expel the water from the tank so that the
Down between the narrow w hitc walls came the flood
boa.t would rise. In this he was successful.
~with frightful power.
ul it was not ordained that she should go to.the surfncl'.
It caught !he subrnnrine boat fair!.\· under the keel.
As she rose suddenly (here was a terrific crash, u scrapi11g
There was one brief instant of doubt, aml then-Eureka!
sound, things went smaflhing about in the cabin and tlw
the submnri"nc boat was above lhe c-rest of the , ure·es on its
~
boat was motionless.
way to th e sen.
"Heavens!'' cried Frank. " What is lhr matter?.,
Dmrn through tbe channel it went like a meteor. Round
He switched the electric light upwarclR. .\ glance wa~
and round it was whirled, (hen the surges made one conenough.
tinuous flood of water to the sea.
'I'hc turret poles were smashrd. The tops of the turret;;
The Pearl shot far out on the ocean. lt was as buoywere wedged against a wall or roof of stone.
ant as a feather, and i;oon 11«1s beyond the dnnger of swa mp" Mercy!'. ejaculated I.he young inventor; "we are in n
ing.
deep sea cave ..,
Frank Reade, Jr.·s launching plan had been a. succe"s.
"A cave!., repeated the doctor.
The rn:vagers 11·ere so delighted that they could not .help
"Ycs, and we have run against the roof of it.,,
a hearty cheer.
"Any harm done?' .
.\ last look: was taken at the island, then Frank rnn the
"Smashed the flag-mn ~ t.s and thr tunct rails!'' rleclareJ
boat several miles out to ~ea, ancl cried:
Frank; "that is all.''
"Down she goes ! Be ready all!''
Quickly the :young illl'entor touchc(l the lank lever anu
.\ nd down she went.
Doll"n and clown into the ocean depths with a jerky mo- the boat ~nnk.
He also pul all force into the cnginrR.
tion. Now she 1\·n in sight of ihe bottom.
But it was of no u. e.
An immense sandy plain 11·us , een. Ilow far it extended
They were not powerful rnough (o :-;tern that awful rnrwas a matter of speculation.
rent whi ch ~et through !he drep :::cu cnvcrn.
But now the boat began to net strangely.
To attempt exit from the plucr in that mTtnncr was out
·'How she wubbles,., cried the dortor. "What is the mato-: the question.
t er, Frank?"
Here was a situation.
"l nm sure I do not see,'' replied the young inventor.
Driven into n deep sea rave b~' a powerful undert01r
.. Let us take a look at the indicator."
which
they could not Rtem.
Then the imcutor gare a great start; this did not record
What would be the result?
that they were making any progress whatever.
·w hat did it mean?
\Vere they buried for life in a deep sea cave? Wu there
no
csca pe for them"! Wa s not thrir fa (r , ea led?
l' rank reversed the dia 1-plate.
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All these questions occurred to FraiJk Reade, Jr. For
In fact the cavern looked like a rnrit.able labyrinth, wilh
once in his life he was completely puzzled.
scant how of the party cn~r emerging alive.
But he said nothing to the others 0£ any possible fears h<'
'rhis terrible conclusion 'ras finally arrived at, after some
might have. He did not deem it. advisable.
discussion.
One thing he noted "·ith satit1faction: the deeper into-the
"We arc buried alive!'. groaned the doctor, with earnest
<·aYc th.'ey proceeded, the less strong grew the undertow.
conYiction. ·'I tell you \\°C shall nernr ·ec home or friend..;
'oon it had eaccd altogether. Frank computed that they again!"
had come a distance of fifty miles or more.

"Then thi i to be our fate," said Frank lugubriously.

This meant. t.ha t the d _ep sen, ta w \ra of tremondou~
"Ain' dere no iray fo' to git out, gem mens?" asked Porn p.
depth and extent; now that the boat iras in calm water, "Shu re, I don· beliebc J\larse Frank am gwine fo' to git
stuck yore."
o,her passages '·ere ;;cen leading from it.
"Begorra, I 'll wager :Misther Frank will settle the que~He was nevrr in a more distressing predicament in his tion !" cried Barney, confidently.
But Frank only smiled sadly.
life. What should he clo?
Frank suddenly brought the boat to a halt.

" I don't know about that," he said dubiously. " I am not
To get out of lhe c:arc by the way they had come was impossible; here \Yac: a ~tartling ca taslroph .
omnipotent by any means. The situation is a most de~Unless the cave had another pos ·iblc outlet, their position pera.te one. However, we will hope for the best."
And with this, the young inventor walked a.way.
was of a grimly serious character. It would seem as if they
The others gazed silently after hi1ii. They still had conwere buried alive.
fidence in hi ability to extricate them from their pre en I·
A cold '\real broke out upon Frank Reade, Jr.
predicament.
This .was a little the worst predican1C'nl he ever got into
"He will find a \ray out of it," said the doctor confidently.
in all his lifo. However, there was but·ono thing to do.
" Bejabers, it'll be the fust toime he was iver stuck," cle· This wa - to find an outlet to the ca re i [ possible. So he
elnred
Barney, "an' I've seen him in a wuss fix nor this!''
:,,tarted the boat ah ad slowly.
"Golly, dat am so," agreed Pomp. "Jes' when eberything
looks de wurst, Marse Frank he pull out easy enu:ff !"

As he did this he felt a touch on his a rm.
He turned about.
It wa~ the doctor.
The savant's face wore a seriom; expres ·ion.
a frightened look in his eyes as he said:

'!'Lure was

"Where are we, Frank ?"
"Mercy knows. I do not!" replied the young imentor,
"but I think that that confounded undertow carried us inio
a deep sea cave!"
"Can we get out?"
"I cannot say !"
'I'hc two men looked at each other blankly for some moment10. Each read the thoughts of the other.
•· I,11 a deep sea cave!" muttered the doctor; " it is not a

pleasant thing to contemplate. But there must be an outlet
else theJ.1\:l could be no undertow.'
"I am not so sure of that," said Fran.k. " Remember that
the undertow cea es right here !'"
This was true.

CHAPTER VI.
A MYSTERIOuS DISAPPEARANCE.

But Frank Reade, Jr., had not the confidence in his abil-.
ity to pull out of this predicament t_hat the others had.
He went into his private cabin and spent a long while in
ca reful thought and study.
But to no avail.
He could see but one way-but one method of action.
This was simply to keep the boat on the go and look for un·
outlet.

Ii they did not succeed in finding it, then their fate was
There was no further ci rculation of the sealed.

H e at one time <;onsidercd the feasibility of blowing np
water, which in this part of' the cavern -wa in a dead calm. ,
The submarine boat was held stationary £or a while. The the ca rem roof.
~carch-light's rays were sent in every direction.

But when he reflected that this might be hundreds of fod

There were other passages leading off :from the main cav- thick he could see the folly of sucl1 a move.
em. Where they might lead to it was not ea 'Y to guess.
"No,'' he ejaculated finally; "there i b~t one way, and
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that is to search until an outlet is found.

That surely know that we were unclcr some great bocly of land, such

ought not to be difficult."

<lS

a large island or continent."

So he returned to the pilot house and went to the key" In that case why is not this cavern chamber entirely
board. The boat moved slowly forward.
filled with water?"
" You ought lo be scientist enough to answer that ques"Then you have decided upon a move, Frank ?" asked the
doctor.
tion,'' rcpliccl Frank with a laugh. "It is probably the pre::>"'l'hc only feasible one of 1rhicb I ca n concci H',°.
the young inventor; "we will live in hope."

l'L'] il ied

sure of the air here compressed which prevents it."

The doctor said no more, but he was very thoughliul.

'l'he submarine boat moved on through the rcces::;e:-; ol the
.Jleanwhile lhc submarine boa t sa iled on over the un<lercavc. On and on it wandered. ·
grounc! ::>ca. Suddenly the search-light revealed a slarLling
But on every ·hand there were the ::;am c forbitl<ling wall"> thing.
of stone encrusted with marine growth.

Barney was the firat Lo sec it. H e gave a great cry:

One thing seemed certain. They were every moment get" l_;aok, l\Iisthcr Frank !" he cried.
ting deeper and deeper into the place.
over there. "
Perhaps it extended to the Ycry centre of the cai: Lh.
It certainly looked to be a. certain Ly tha l none in lhc party
would see daylight again.

"Shure, it's a loight

"A light?" exclaimed the young inventor in surprise.
" Yis, sor."
" Where is il ?"

They could live p.erhaps a year aboard the submarine
But even as he a::;ked the question Frank saw it. Barney
boat, that is barring accidents.
was right.
There were provisions for about that length of lime.

rrherc certainly was visible in Lhc di::;tancc a faint bla.zc

The chemical generators ought to cm1 urc fo r an indefinite 0£ light. lt looked likc.ilhc flame 0£ a torch at that distance.
period
years.

The1boat itself ought no Lt.o go into decay for m<.u1y

But aft.er the provisions 1rcrc exhausted, wha l was to

" Bea r down for il," cried Frank.

"We must find out

what it is."
"All roight, sor !"

support lifo? This was the question.

The submarin e boaL accordingly bore clown for the ·disFishing might be resorted to; buL the c1·il of one diet tant light. A::; they drew n earer the search-light was again
must necessarily prove fatal in course of lime.
turneJ upon it.
Then starvation would come ; it wa::; a ltorriule U1oughL.

"Land!" cried Lhc doctor.

A clay passed.
Such it was, a rocky, cliff-bound coast in that underThen another day; still the boat kept groping on. Then ground sea. U pan onc•of the cliffs the li ght burned.
a week drifted by.
As the boat drew nearer all on board were puzzled as to
All this while there was no sign oC an outlet from the the nature of the strange light.
pla e:e. But there came a change which was something 0£ a
lt was seen at once that it could. not be lhe light 0£ a
relief.
torch simply, fol' it was much too large for that.
The eternal nafrow pa~sagc suddenly 1riclcJJed, and the
boat sailed into ·an open underground sea .

More likely it was a bonfire, but the question arose, how
could a bonfire be created without the aid of human hands?

And could it be possible that human beings occupied this
The same rocky roof was above them, but there was surunderground world? It seemed incredible.
face to the water and the boat ascended to it.
It floated upon the surface of the strange undergroun d
Nearer drew the Pearl to the strange phenomenon.
sea; lhc doors \\·ere opened and all went out on deck.

And now tl1c blaze was seen to rise many fee t in the air.

The air of the cavern was singularly dry and warm ; the There was a dull, rumbling sound, and steam formed on the
search-light shoaling in every direction showed a boundlcs glass of the observation windows.
"·astc.

"That is curious!" cried Frank. "We are in warm water.

But straight overhead at a height of several hundred feet It must register one hundrcCJ, degrees."
, The air became oppressive in ·the cabin, so all remained
wa · the roof of the mighty cavern.
"This is truly won~erful !" cried the doctor, for a while out on deck.
Until the boat was within a quarter of a mile of the
regaining his spirits. "I wonder i£ this ·sea is on a level
with the sea outside?"

strange fire the problem was unsolved.

":Yot necessarily !" replied Frank. "If it were we should was explained.

Then the mystery
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Above the cliff's verge there rose a small cone. From this
Together they reached the bowlders and looked for the
fire smoke and ashes were hurled toward the roo! of tho doctor. He was not there.
What did it mean ?
cavern.
'·On my honor!" cried the doctor, "it is a miniature volFrank and Barney searched t he vicinity assiduously. Not
cano!"
a trace of him could be found.
He had di ·appeared as completely as if the earth had
"So it is!" cried Frauk. "'l'ruly lhaL is a wom1cr !"
"A wonder, indeed!" cried the dodor. ",\n underground opened and swallowed him up; and, indeed, .Frank half suspected this might have happened.
Yolcano, or under oca-which will you call il ?"
Bui no trap or pitfall was fom1d.
"Either,'' said Frank; "but is it noL a spilcfol little
They looked for his tracks, but Lho grounu was too
chap?"
The eruption was cer l-tinly a li vcly one for 80 small a pebbly to show them.
Frank raised his voice :
cone. It lasted for foll <ln hour, and the voyagers watchcLl
"Hello!"
it all the while.
Again and again he shouted.
Then it graduall} died out, and lcit only a terrible
"Phwarc are ycz, docther?" yelled Barney.
smudge 0.f soo t and ashe8.
But.no answer came back. The search was continued for
The underground ioland, for such it wu · seen lo be, wa~
a wide radius about.
high-cliffod and rocky.
"Well, l'm beat!" exclaimed the young inventor. " I
Of course there wa::; no vegetation. All wa8 ~<llld aml
don't understand it al all. What has become of him?"
·'ledges.
Barney ocratchcd hio head dubiously.
The s111.imarinc boat sailed slowly around lhe i:·;laml.
"lt's two to one, sor, that some dragon was behoind these
The doctor was much intcrcsled.
rocks an' J. ist grab bed him an' carried him off?"
lle proposed visiting Uw i~laml for a biL of exploration.
'ro this .!frank could only consent.
Frank had lo laugh.
"That is quite likely, Barney," he said. "What a nice
'o lhc Pearl drew as near the :;hore as she dared, ancl one
meal lhe dragon had."
of her boats was put over the rail.
"Arrah, 1 don't know," relorted the Celt. "I'm a£Lhcr
The doctor, Fran.k and Harney cnLercu it. Pomp was Lo
tbinl<in' it'll tire his jaws a bit."
remain abo<nd lhc Pearl.
But yet the disappearance of the doctor was no joking
The boat was quickly rowed Lo the samly beach o.f the
matter. Ho was cerlainly in trouble somewhere.
island. 'Then ihc voyagers leaped out.
Frank felt sure of this.
The doctor ran eagerly up Lhc cliff . The l:lcarch light
Again and again he called his name. But yet no answer.
made a broad path o! radiance across lhe isle.
Frank walked down the slope a ways, leaving Barney
ln this the adventurers could conduct their exploration
standing near the spot where the doctor had been last seen.
as well as in the light o.f day.
"It is very queer!' he exclaimed. " What was your last
The doctor fom1d valuable specimcno and curious works
view o.f him, Barney?"
of nature at almost every step, where neither Frank nor
Frank as he asked this qucslion was looking in another
Barney would think of looking.
"Bejabcrs, melibc ycz will foinll a gold mine yet!" oriel! direction. He was obli ged to repeat it.
But yet no answer.
the Celt.
Astonished, he turned hi head to meet with a shock.
"Perhaps so!" cried the doclor. '!'lien he ga vc a sudtlen
Ba.rney was not in sight.' He had also mysteriously disapexclamation and ran nimbly to a pile o.f bowlders near.
peared.
Over these he leaped and disapprarcd from view.
Frank ancl Barney waited (or some while expecting him
to reappear. BuL the time passed by.
CHAPTER VII.
He did not appear.
"Soul o.r Plato !" exclaimed Frank, using the doctor's
S'rRANGE EXPERIENCES.
favorite expression. "What ha become of him, Bamey ?"
"Begorra, Misther Frank, rnebbe we had better see about
Words can hardly describe the sensations of Frank Reade,

it."
"You are right."

Jr., as he realized the thrilling truth.
"Barney !" he shouted.
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''Wh ere are ycru ?"

probably foll through it and into the waten; of an uuder-

Again and again he called.

But he might as well have ground river.

saved himself the trouble.

and finally into the open air."
" Shure, sor, that's phwat I believe," declared the Cell.

For the Celt did not answer.

" In that case, what of the doctor?"

A queer chill seized Frank.
What terrible mystery

It carried you for ·om e ways underground

\\'a S

rbi s?

.. Shure,

or, I'm afraid the poor old gcntlemaJJ

If<

What strange power was there on the isle which could drowned."

th us bodily tral1Sport and concea 1 in a second of time any
human being on the isle?

" Let us hope not! " cried 8'rank, hopefu lly. ".Fir -t, let u~
take a look

How did he know but that this mysteriou power might
select him for the next victim?

It wa s 'not at all improbable.

at that bowlder."

Thi s he proceeded to do.

He approached it cautiow;Jy and slightly pushed it.
S lowly and cautiously he tri ck was almost in tantly expbined.

Tlw

ascended the slope.

As th e bowlder was pushed it swayed back a ways, sho11·When he reached the bow!dcrs he knelt down and made a in g an aperture in th e gr ou nd wilh t;lippcry sides of mo~o
dose examination 0£ the ground . He wa s thus engaged and slime.
when a strange ~mnd came to his ear .

'.J:'he bowlder wa · so nicely balanced between two other

It wa s a clista.nt hulloo ; he at once answered it.

s tones that a slight touch easily rnovcd it.

'I'hc call seemed to 1.;ome from far away in the gloomy

" Aha! " cried Frank, " this explain:; ihe whole mystery ...

l t wa · repeated again an~ again.
Frank kept answering.

He. knelt down, while Barne; held the stone back, and

part of the isle.

listened at tho orifice.

It dre1r momentarily near, and then the _yo ung im·cntor
ga rn a sharp cry.

Far below he heartl the gur g ling of water.
fancied it gleaming.

"'Wl1y, it is Bal'liey !" he E\xclairnc<l.

This fact settled, a more ~eriou s question

Ji]yen as he spoke a familiar form shot out of th e gloom;

This concerned the fate of the doctor.

in an instant he saw that it was. Barney.
wa s that of one completely exhausted.
"Barney," cricrl Frank. "l\Iercy on us!

aro8e.

What was iti'

T he Celt came staggering up the slope and his mann er

Was he dead, drowned in ihc underground river, or mighL
he not have also escaped as Barney had?

What has hap-

pened to you ?"

Thi s was a problem n ot easily soh ed.

Y et Frank under-

took it.

" Begorra, Misther Frank, I niver can tell yez all. Shure,

I can't remimber all av it."

•·\r e mu::;t find th e outlet to this river ,.. he said.

"Do

}OU

think you can return to it, Barney?"

'I'he Celt then detailed a strange and thrilling experience.
F rank listened to it with wonderment.

"Yis. sor !'. replied the Celt. r eadi ly.

"Sh ure 1 kno\r

irery shtep av t he way!"

He had stood nea r one of the stone pillars and wal:l \\'atching Frank.
He carelessly l eaned

H e abo

" L et us go thither at once then! "
'·Shure do yez bela,·e the poor docthor is aloive'.:'"

bac~

against the ston e.

The n e:-;t

m oment he was shooting down thrmtgh the darkness.

"We ca n onl y ascerta in by making a search for him.

Jr

he is aliYe he would be hardl y able to make hi: way oYcr
here a' qu ickJy a::; you ha Ye !'.

Then he .fell into a terrible swift current of water.

It hurled him on and on th rough b1ackne s, he knew not

"Shure, ~o r , yez are roigliL there," declared Barnr.'.
"I'm wid yez, ."or!"

wh ither.
He was fortunately a good swirnmcr.

'rhis settled the matter.

T his enabled him to keep afloat, and suddenly be shot out

Barney led the way clown t.hc slope.

into the open air and into smoother water.

Soon they reached

the border ot the path of electric light.

Striki11g out, he reached l and, and then, guided by
Fran k's shouts, h e made his way to this spot.

But Frank had a pocket lantern with a storage' batten·
\Yith him.

Thi s he turned ou and ii gave lig ht enough to

"Well," said Frank, after he bad finished, ·'there is on ly show them their wa_y.

On they travel ed O\'er rough ::;urface until suddenly Bar-

one clear e.x}Jlanation of your experience ..,
" Well, sor ?"
"At tl1 e base of tha i bow lder there must be a trap.

110y

You

turned an angle of a cliff wall and cried:

"Shu re. ;;01-. her e Ke are!

Plnrnt clo yez think a1· it'.:'"

,'l
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Frank sa w the waters o:f a swift river rn ·hing out from
the deep mouth of a cavern.
It wa · the outlet oJ the un<lergl'Onnd :-1trcnm. nnd through
'rhieh Barney Jrnd pluekil.v s1rn 111.
The young invent.or sent the ra.y of his lanlcrn ;H\ far out
mL·r the 1rat ·r aR lw could .
.. \\'pl1; · he ~aid final h·, '·thr.rr is no donbt hnt that the
cloclo 1· emerg-etl at lhis po int··
·'Yis . . or ...

lS

'l'here, crouched in the sands, ·wa:> Doctor Calliope, }Jale
and exhau:ted. 'fhe sa vant had cJone hi ,:. utmost.
He had dropped quite 01'ercome 1rith 'th C' exertion of hi~
long swim, for he had emerged l'rom th e underground ri vcr
even as Bamey hac1.
"Thank Cod!'' declarC'd thr doctor fel'l'ently . "I thought
my end had come!"

" You are worth a dozen dead men, docto'r," cried Frank,
C'heeringly; "don't l o~e courage a bit."
"Dead ot· ulirr !"'
" I haven't yet," repli ecl the doctor, warmly. Then he
'' 'hun>. ~01-. · •
told his . tory.
"TltC'n if ire Llo nol find him ali.-e, we mnr at least find
Hi · purpose had been to reach: the pathway of the search
lii::- IJocly ·along th e shore .. omewlwre:"
light. He knew that he 11onltl then be all right, for hr
"\\"e kin look ..:or ...
could find the landing pin ce eas:il y.
But the fearful exhaustion had tol 1 upon him. and he hacl
··That jg right...
.\l ong the bank of the ri l'E'l' the t 1ro scardi crs went. They been obliged to almost ,:uccllmb. Th C' coming of Frank aull
examined e\·cry eddy-errry part of the ,hore, irnd scoured Barney \\'U opportune.
(!1(' rnrface of lhe ri,·er.
" Well,'' cried the youno- in Ycnio r. "have ~·oll had C'nougl1

It ll'as but a half mile to the dPlta of the li ttle river.
of exploring this isle ?"
rt was po~sible that the tloc·tor·:-: hodr ha,1 bC'en carried
" Quite,·' repliC'd the docto r.
nut to ~ca .
Pearl..,

"Lrt u~ go hnrk lo 1ltf'

Bu t Frank sti ll c:lung to thr bopC' a11c1 belief that the
It is ncccllr;;R to s~y that FrirnJ.;: and 11anwr 11err 1r illing :
;.;nrnnt was .vet ali ve.
they found the P arl's boat 11nt1 llllickly pulled out to tltc
Soon tJrny had covered lrnl f the distancr to the ocean. Pearl.
Then Frank turned quick as a ll a~h .
Pomp was H\\'aiting them nr.:l had n steam ing rcpa:-:t in
"Hello!'' he cried. " Did you hear ilrnL Barney?"
readiness.
"Hear phwnt, sor '!" aRkecl the Celt.
It is hardly necessary to ay that they did mnple justil'L'
··fa;ten !"
to thi s; a ft er which the P earl went on her way.
Both Ii ·tened intently.

The i"lam1 was the first land they hacl c-neountered in the.
Plain to their ears c-ame a distant, faint ery. It was re- undcrgi·ound sea. But that there \\'ere more Frank felt
mote. hut eno ugh to ca use a cheer.
sure.
'' Irunah !"shouted Frank, ''the tloc·tor is alive!"
80 a good lookout wit s kept The nex t cl11.1· at noon Bar" , 'hure. •tn' he i;.: !.. cried Barney. wild with joy. " I'm ney flushed tho SE'a rch li ght at ri ght angles nml c·ried ex'rir1 ycz, .\fod.hC'r Frank. Le~Hl the wny, sor !"
citedly:
Dnt Frank opened hie mouth anc1 ~houted at the top of
"Land ho ! Another island 1··
hiR lungs:
"Land again ... exclaimed F1~1nk in ~urp r i:;c. ·'Holl' cl11
"Doctor hello! hit you? . \n ~1rC'r . if ~o!"
you know it iB <ill island, B!lrney ~ ..
'I'hc distant, faint en. .enmr b:H·k agnin . 11 trifle louder
"Begorrn, 1 only gu e::~cd it,'' rep li ed lhc Celt l:ll1ghiugl.1·.
this time.
"Shure it may be ;l conti nent fer all 1 k11011»"
"He henrd u~ !'' c·riC'J Frank rxr·i!C'<lk '·ComC' OJJ. Bar'·\\'hntercr it i~. I ha re· no cle:;irC' 1o 1•i;;it it.'· :!1lill !l1t•
ney!"
doctor emplrnlically.
The 'clt needed no :>ecornl Liclding.
"Then one experience is enough~ .. a3ked Frank 1ritlt a
Both 1-1l.artcd a 1ra.r in the Jirection of the cry, brandish- laugh.
ing the electric lantern. On they ran. guilled lw the dis"Indeed it is!"
tan t crie . .
"Nevertheless, let ll 5 take a 1ook at this ne\\' land;' sn icl
They neared the spot from 11·l1C'nCC' th .\' cn me. 1'hi was the young inventor.
at a point upon the seashore.
So the submarine boaL was allowecl to <lpproach quill'
Turning a corner of the cliff they came suddenly upon near to the newly discovered land.
the object of their .. earch.
'.rhe coast extended far beyond the ray ~ of the sea rc·h
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light. I.f it was an island it certainly was a much larger are more of the same kind. There must be a way lo reach
them!"
one than the other.
"I yield!" cried: the doctor, "try anything you desire,
It was also much mo_re rugged and rocky. It lay directly
Frank, but - - "
in the path of the Pearl.
"What?"
So in the endeavor to go around it the submarine boat
"Will you not 1iave io sink the boat ·again?"
sailed along the underground coast.
"Certainly, and it may he that we shall not have another
cha nce to reach a surface and upper air like this."
"'f hat would i)c a pity."
'' Indeed yes ; b.1t here goes !"
CHAPTER VIII.
Frank lo t no ti rne in carrying out his plan. He wa
>ntisfied that they hctd reached the end of the .cavern.
THE SECOND UNDERTOW.
No the doorsrwero hermetically closed, and Frank ·went
into the pilot house.
But there seemed to be no end to the stretch of coast.
Down sank the Pearl in the black water. It was much
The further the P earl traveled the more precipitous and deeper than any one had thought.
forbidding became the cliffs.
Down sl1e sank unti I Barney suddenly cried:
Then an idea occurred to Frank.
'By J oYe !" he ex.claimed~
"What is 11Tong ?" asked the doctor.
" 'Ye are tu111pecl !''
''What?"
"I mean it!"
"But bow so?"
\

"Shure, there's the bottom, Misther "Frank.
sor !"

Look out,

Frank held the boat iu suspension; then the search-lhi1t
was sent in every direction.
The bottom of the underground sea presented a curious
»pectacle.

It was a complete conglomeration of the roughest rock
"Why-can't you see? We are at the end of the cavern, cnt into the most fantastic shapes by the action of the
at least so far as the water goes. This supposed island is water.
but the encl of the cavern."
It was like looking down upon the domain of a race of
"By the soul of Apollo!" quoth the doctor, "I never
imps.
othing like it was ever seen before.
thought of that!"
"A miniature Hade ," cried Frank, "truly that is a
"I thought so. But I am sure my'hypothesis is correct.'' queer scene, Professor Calliope!"
"In that case-"
"You are right," agreed the professor. "I only wish I
"Wo are stumped!"
could photograph it. There is no beating it for oddit)-. ''
The two men sat down and looked at each other. Finally
"Bejaber it gives me a shiver," averred Barney, "divil
the doctoT said:
a bit av it for me!"

"It was an unlucky day when we got into this accursed
hole."
"You are right."
"I see but one plan !"
"And that is--"
"To go back the way we came!"
Frank snapped his :fingers.
"Folly!" he cried, "it will never do to do that! The best
we can do is to try and go under this wall."
"Under?" gasped the doctor.
''Yes.
I imagine that there are passages underneath
similar to those by which we came here."
"What reason. have you for believing that?"
"Well, there are a number of reasons. First, we are in
only one huge cavern chamber. There may be and likely_

There wa" no good landing place for the Pearl, so she
ailed on over the curious region.
Frank held the course as near to the wall of the land as
possible. He looked con tantly for a subterranean channei
or outlet.
The result was that he was suddenly rcwardetl.
A great cry came from Barney.
"Shure, Misther Frank, there is the passage yez are
lookin' fer!"
It did not require a econd glance for Frank to see the
truth of this. So he cried :
." Right you are, Barney. Bear down for it."
The course of the Pearl was changed. In an instant she
was in the deep sea passage.
And a strong current spun her along like a rocket.
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"But what shall we do?"
"Descend and proceed a ways further," said Frank, "perhaps the roof may be higher further on!"
Barney obeyed the command.
But one fact was apparent.
'I'here was no doubt that they were in a mere enlargement of the cavern passage. That in fact thii;: was not a
mighty underground sea like that they had left.
There was some disappointment at this. But our
agers had long since learned to treat everything in a philo-

But where?
'l'herl' was no way of guessing how far the passage went,
or what was its end. The trial was made and all the voyagers .could do was to await results.
They might be hastcni.ng to their doom, or us Frank
hoped, on their way out into the open ocean.
At times the walls of the passage would converge and it
seemed difficult for the boat to find a way through.
But still they did not narrow sufficiently to prevent the sop bical light.
passage altogether. So the Pearl kept on.
So they awaitBd fresh developments with a ca1mness and
The submarine boat followed the passage for what seemed stoical indifference common to men used to danger.
hours.
The passage grew wider· as the boat sailed on.

voY:

Then the walls began to expand and a peculiar rocking
Ever and anon Frank would _send the rays of the searchlight flashing up to the roof of the cavern. But there wµ
rnotion was felt, like the swell o.f an open body of water.
"Hurrah!" cried Frank. "We are coming out of the no change.
Two days more passed in aimless wandering in the deep
trap!"
"Are we?" cried the doctor, delightedly. "What gooc1 sea cave.
news."
The thing was getting decidedly monotonous, and not ·
Barney danced a sand jig and Pomp stood on his head one in the party but would have welcomed a change of
with the exuberance of the occasion.

any kind.
And it came.
It was certain that they were emerging from the passag~
Suddenly the boat began to _increase its speed; it seemed
into a larger body of water.
Whether this was an underground sea like the other or to fairly leap through the water.
Frank, who was in fhe cabin, shouted to Barney:
not, it was not easy to tell as yet.
"What
the deuce are you running so fast for, Barney?"
Barney put on a little more speed now, and the boat
"Shure, sor, it's not me that's afther doing it," replied
dashed on.
Barney.
In a few moments it was in the larger body of water.
"Not you?" exclaimed Frank.
Frank's orders were :
"No, sor. Shure I have the engines all the way reversed,
"Let her go up, Barney!"
sor !"
"All roight, sor !"
Up the boat rose steadily. But she did not emerge from
the depths as in the ~ea they had just left.
To the contrary, after ascending some few hundred feet
Barney jammed the lever back.
He was just in time.
The next moment the boat would have crashed against
the roof of the cavern. The water came up full against
it. There was no surface as in the sea they had just left.
"Begorra, Misther Frank!" cried Barney, as he fl.ashed
the searchlight along the rocky surface, "divil a bit av
chance do I see to go higher!"
"You acted just in time, Barney!" cried Frank, "it is
a close call. If we had collided with that rocky roof the
turrets would have been smashed."
"Which would have been a fatal thing for us!" ventured
the doctor.
"Indeed it would," agreed Frank.

Frank-sprang to his feet.
He glanced out of the observatiJn window and the truth
struck him all in a fl.ash.
"By Jove!" he exclaimed. "We are in another undertow!"
This was certainly the truth.
rrhe submarine boat 'vas running like a veritable meteor
in the clutch of the powerful waters. In an instant all ·
were intensely excited.
1
The doctor was 'wild.
"By the ghost of Diogenes!'' he gasped, "perhaps we are
going to run out of the deep sea cave by means of another
undertow!"
"That would be a welcome thing," declared Frank.
"Indeed it would."
The boat was now right in the full power of the undertow and running like a railroad train.
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SJ~A

CA VK

Sud(lcnly Barney shot the ffash light to the 1c£t <1 trifle .
lt was but a momcnL'l' work to restore them.
;,nd cried:
une:c more ;:bonl' forth ill the boat'~ e:abin.
.. 1.uok lhere,
bela1·e. >'Or! ''

~or !

\Ye arc in 11 narrow pm:Rflgc agin

This brought. the other" lo their ::<enses.
their reet.

'!'he light

They rcgnine(l

'l'hi;, was seen to be true. Xanow wa ll ;: or ,:tone were
" P'hwere the di1·il <ll'C ire?., crieLl Harney, confu:-;cdl.1"
upon ei1hc r ~idc. 'l'J1ey were ;:impl .1· repenting their cxperi"Wha' arn dl' maitah ':' ' gn,.;ped P omp. mbbing Iii~
t·ne;c of some days previous.
bruised shins.
On and on Red the boat.
"That is n quc;,.tion not. ea,.:ih· :m;:irerc<l ju.~t nrm," tll'Thc !'Crew \\'flS kept lrn~ih 1·e1·er,;i ng, but t hi;; l'l'tarclccl dared the doctor. ··Jia \'C a hi l 0 r ]HI tiPn ·c ..,
lie r speed but l itlle.
Ji'rnnk me:11mh i il' ha!l 1JC'l'l1 r<'gu In ting t lw ,.:ean·h-1 iglit.
" Oi and on!
lie now sent it:< rnys n11l into the gJ00111.
'!'he surpri e and J'rnr ol' the 1·ovHger,; <:an L1<mlly lie
'I'hc reR11Jt 1rn,.; (·11rious.
• .\IJ l 'c'~~cd in wonk
A huge blac·k liolly 01·prhung tlw 1Jo,1t. Ii. ..:ecmed Ht fir-l

1£nch simply helc1
he no collision .

hi~

brcnlh ;rnd pm.red l111ll lh('rr might like the brow or ;1 dill'.

The Peai~l lay lial f iml1erl<lc>!l ill ii b;111k of ;:;11HI. r~ut
For wliat seemrd an illlN111inablc ~pac' of lime tho bont her bow wa~ jammed undC'l' t11i8 l'roll'ni11g and Ol'erhmigrae:ecl on.
ing body.
'Then there came a sncldcn shock. Tt , ecmccl <l~ if lh
'11 he waters or Lill' llllderlow lrnc1 l{rrc> l'C'ttchcd i.hcir limit.
IJont mu:; lifted by lierrulenn lrnrnl~ and lrnrlrtl tlirm1 gh It \YaR the clPltn ol' thv undNgrounrl ,.:tren111.
~pace.
Beyond \\'ft8 ~till wnler. 1-lut ul thi,- poini. were heap,;
'!'he shock broke the ciedric romwdion~. nml il1L' bo<tt of dcbri,; and looo:c sarnl nnrl l'O('k,;, collcttc>tl nm1 dcpo. iiet1
\ms in clarknc. s.
IJy the undcrto1r.
rnvcr . one of Lile rnyager,.; \\' H:' pro,;tru tell lw the :;hoc·k.
<•\Yell, l nc1·cr !., g.:i~ped 1l1v tlmfor :1..: lit' nbo sca nned the
l n the darknc,.;,.; ;rncl <;011 ru,.;ion it ,ccmc<l as i r lhe end oi ~it.nation. '· \Yha l haH' 11·c ,;truck~ It look to me as if
all had come.
we had. run into the foe:c oI 11 cliff.''

I

(Jric

or i.enol'

peal d. f J'O 111 lhe i I' Ii p~.

"1\ [ercifnl po1rers !'' ,:<·r0a11wd !lie doctor.
h<1ppenecl r [:.; thi::; the em1-<l1'l' 11·c dc,icl ,..

Just t hen a ~tarllcd. c.:ry Pscapec1 Pmnk · lips.
"T have it!" he cried.
<'What r''

"What has

Bnt thi~ stale or affai r" did not la~I long.
" It is noL a dill'. nor i,: ii l'<ll'i.11 nn<1 sand. Tt il' i.11e
'J'he confusion ,rnd din e:en2ec1, 1mc1 the "nbnrnrine boat' hulk oJ ,1 wrecked 1 ·es~cl. ..
was motionless.
i;or <l moment Llw lcm·nc•l clodor 11·,1,: <lumu.
":\ lere:iful _\ polio, .. he fin;1Jlr gn;:ped. " _\ :;unkm f'hip'
I

I! low

on earth c·o1ilcl it h;11·c· got here r 1\ re ire in th,-•

\open sea again r"
"_ o," replied Frank. po~iliY<;ly.
" \\'ell, then, holl' dHl it grt here?"
'"rhnt ·is ea:::.1· <'no11gh to ;;ce."
"'But I don·t ,:cp ii!"
"Doubtless it 1rn~ iiro11gltt he-re by th same powerful
e:urrent which brought 11,:. 'l'lrnt iR et1s.1·."

OHA'P'T'ER JX.
THE

~U:N'KE:N'

WRECK.

\Vhot lrnd happened?
\\'lt ere were they?
'f'h e:.:e 1rert:> the questions ll'hich no1Y o~currcd to all. 'l'h

'J'he doctor shook his hcnd .
''Our boat is buoyant." Jw said; 1<a sunken \\'reek is not. ''
clid not fim1 immediate nns1l'er.
"Ah, but it may ha1· b •en at the tirnc it was br-ought
Frank Heade, Jr .. was the first to rccoYcr l1imsclf.
here. lt may hare been ~ impl y wat rloggecl."
He made quick action .
"'Nevertheless it i,; hC'rc.'' acknowleclgecl the doctor. '· 0 f
Scrambling to hi s feet. he groped his way into the pilothouse. He , earchec'l qinlr for some while for the electric tourse you arc right, Frank. But what is onr itnation:
Arc we stu ck~"
light connections.
Finally he found them.

Y

"Thnt rem ains to be seen.''

:-\L " \\.EEKS EV-RIED l .N" A DE EJ? 'E.i.
'· Oau 1n·

110L

I reak

<may~"

T he doctor 1rinccd a little.

1 do not thin]-: the boat ha,; suffered any

'· \\"e can lry.
~criou. harm.''

"Of c·our6c it is perfectly safer· he

~aid.

" WbY, of ·oursc. else I 1rnuld not Yenture it myself."

'·Thank ltcarc11 for that. ."

"'rJ.1at Frltle,: it, " cried the

But n01r lhc qu0~tion aro::;c a~ !:o ho1r the exact position wn· kind oI you. Frnnk. ;me!

(Ir the Pea rl 1rns goii1g to be exam inecl and the wreck
i lcd.
" \\'c· will pay Uwl olcl hull
hap~
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~

l'isit. '' said [<'rank.

l'i~

~av11nt.

de lightedly.

r shal l not

" [[

1~

forget it."

rt ll'ClS cl cided thnL frank and the doctor Fhould go a]nJJ •'

to lhc wreck. Barney and Pomp 11·ere both to remai n
"Per- aboard lhe boaL

11'(• may learn something or h('r hi ·Lory.' '

F'rnnk took a coil of 11·1rc 11·ith him nnd

<1

telegraph

·· .\ h, but how t:an IH' do lhal !'' a::;kcd the doctor.
'' J will o:hm1· you.··

dicker.

By

lhi~ mean~

on board

~o

that the Eearchliglit could be employed to 4!1c

Frank 11·e11t into lhc cabin. and brougbl out ll'hat looke<l

bc~t

likr 11 heap or rublJC'r coals, helmets, and Zuriou looking
1·oppcr c·h •.,;b.
The doc:lor looked curionf'.

he 11·as to communicate ll'ith

tho~n

ad ra ntage.

To lcn1·e the boat 1n1:,; 11011· in Ol'rk•r.
''l'hc

L\1 0

11·erc· all in

sulJ rn arinc e:--;plore r,; hnd rlouncd Llteir ·uit;; a nd
readine~~-

"\Vhat han· you gol th re?" he aFkcd.

'l'hcy <•nt reel t.lw n>.-tibnlt' 11011-. Thi:::i wa" a sort or a
.. Y 011 >'hall ~cc,'' said Fnm,k, as be bcbn-au to classiI.v.1 the ;:ma 11 ch :i m b r 1n·t l1 hrn I1rrmcuca
, · Jl Y ~ea 1rel cl oor".

~tulf.

One opened out upon tbr rlcl'k: tlic other inlo the cabin.
E:ntering the 1·c~tibule, the ca bin door ll'as t;los cl. Then
Frank lightly pre~~crl a rnh·P.

"Diving ~;uits !'"
~~Yes, sir.,'
'fltc doc:lur :oeratchecl his head slowly.

Wal r flo11"ed into thr 1wii!Julc• ;t1HI quit"klr filh•d ii.
"On my word,'' h caid, '' J don 'f ,;re how .\ ou can u;:c a
'!'h en thr cab in OI" dC'c-k door 1rns 11p1•ncd, and ll1c',r 11«tl kc·d
dirin" :-:ui(, at this depth. \Vherr is you r pump: ..
ou i. on deck.
··Ah," ~aid Frank, wi Lh a ~mile . "there is the beauty
To return t·n thP c-a1Ji11 11-,1~ fully ii~ uni<[ltC' ;111 arrang•·n!' it. W don't ham to n,;:c a pump. ''
111•nt.
··You don't?"
Tt con~istcd simply oI entcri ng the 1·e~ti bule ii 1Hl i'lo~i ng
" :\o."
th0 door tightly. Thell a rapid ;if:tion pnrnp ab~orbcd ihc
The doctor was amazed .
ll':Jtcr in the vestibule.
·· T must own," he said, " lhat l don't under tand you."
It "'as then an ea&y maUe r to rcmorc lhc diving :mit <1 1Hl
'· [ will explain to you then,·· airl Frank; " the,;e suits
enter the c·abi n ,afely.
arr my own invention. 1 have olvcd the problem of u ·ing
On the d ck or the Pearl the two cliYer ·toocl for some
a diving suit without pump or line. This ~·ou ,:cc is th0
helmet. TL iR connected by four circulatory pipes with this moment~.
copper reservoir whi ·h is 11·orn on your hack.
The doc:Lor, being a greenhorn, 1ras ~omewbat dishes:; •ll

"~ow this re"crvoir J1olds a ·onstantly generated fond of by th0 fearful pressure.
l're;;h air automati ·ally circu lated, and furnished by a little
c·h rnical g n r<llor in the top of rhe re~crvoi r .

But he ~oon became b tter acc:u,;tom cl to this.

Frank

The fou l 1ras, h01re,·cr . an c·spcrienccd haml.

a ir is go!lcn rid of h,v a serie:; or valYcK wbic· h expel it."

.\ He r :-:omc· pr·adie:e. h~\1·el'er. lhe dor-to r wa~ able lo 1non'

'!'he clodo r curclully and minutely examined the diving abo 11 f. witlt mo re freedom.
~uit.

·.

llr atlc•rnplrcl to e:om·er,;c 11·ith Frank, buL found this a11

Then he ;;aid:

impo:<sibility.

"Frank Reade, .I r.. you arr the most 1rnnderful man of
The only 1ray either c-oul l he heard ww.; by placing llwir
this age. Xothing i" i111po~:;iblP with you. "
hel met-< dm,e together anrl Rhouting.
" I <lhrnyR trr for ::iu(·t:r~~ !";:aid Frank, mocle~th, '· that

\ralki ng along to the bo11· ol' tllC' Pl'H rl, they ~lid 01l·1·

is the way to win ."
".\.n d with
that wrc ·k !' "

lh i ~

'J'lwy no11· Rel 011t to Yi8it the hull or the wrecked ship.

diving-l:'l1it you 1nt•an to and c-an vi:;it the rail.

" Ye;:, an rl I i nLrnd Urnl you

Frank made a br ief exa mi1ialio11 of Ihe po~it ion o [ l hc
~ h <i ll

go wilh me! ..

Pearl.
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He found that the ram of the submarine boat was driven
far into the timbers of the wreck.

It did not look lo be an easy matter to extricate the boat,
but Frank did not attempt to study up the matter just then.
The prime object of the expedition was to explore thr
rnnken hulk.
The doctor now led the way.

CHAP'l1 ER X.
THE OCTOPUS.

This the two explorers were going lo make an effort to
cliSCO\'el'.

Under the vessers tilted hull lhey made their way until

The hatches had cvidcnlly been battened down, but when
lhc vc,;sel sank Lhcy bad blown open agaiu.
Then the doctor i:;aw a rusted anchor chain hanging dO\rn
lt was cai>y to find the c.:ompanionway which led down
J'rp,m her head.
into the cabin. These stairs were sound.
H e motioned to" Frank, and seizing it, began to climb
Down the c the two di vc1"' now slowly climbed.
upwards.
Their electric lamps illumined the cabin. It was a sad
\Vhat Frank would 11ave warned him of, happened. Th e and harrowing scene which rneL their gaze.
thain :ouclclenly parted and the doctor fell.
lt told the whole tragie story.
0

they had reached the sheer of her bow.

lle fell a distance which 'in air would have hurt him ; but

Upon Lhe couch were Lbe well preserved bodies 0£ two
lhe buoyanc.:y of the waler landed him on his feet lightly fe males. They were clasped in each oLhcrs' arm _.
enough.
One was fair of face and young. 'fhe other was an older
"Jcmima !"' he exclaimed, forgetting his clai;sics for a woman and probably her mother.
rnoh1cnt, ''th al ii; rather suddt>n ..,
The doc Lor put his helmet close lo L~rank'::; and 8houled:
Then he n!mem bered that Frank could noi hear 11irn.
"That ii:; a sad i:;ighL Probably the captain's wife and
But he ma ]c comprehcnsi vc signs lo him, aml Frank ::;ig- daughter."
nalcd lo him to follow.
"Very likely !" agrceu Frank.
The young i1wcntor made his way around Lbc bow o.f the
"They alone remained in the cabin when the boat went
t hip to tho other ~iclc.
down?"
As lhc hulk was Lilted LhaL way, Lhc rail was nearly on a
lerel with lhc bed oI the sea.
This made iL

ca~y

"Yeo!"

"Probably Lhe crew wiLh their captain meL death aL their
to reach up and draw onetJcl£ aboard; post like brave men, and were washed away by lhe sea."

this both did.

This looked like 1i reasonable explanation, and for want
The deck sloped at au uncomfortable angle and was in- of a better one it was accepted.
tensely slippery.
The two explorer::; pa ·cd through the cabin and its diJ:Dut ne,·crthless lhcy marnigcd lo make their 1rny along it. foreut compartments.
'l'h c search-light's rays reflected from oYcrhcad maclc
~om ething

like a dim li ght.

Bul fortunately each wore upon his helmet a i;mall lcclric lamp.

These were o.f great value.

The deck of the sunken ship was of course swept clean
by the action 0£ lhc water.
Only a few xotting ropes and pulleys were clinging about

lhc shm1ps of the masts.
The binnacle still remained as dic1 the capstan.
ihc w11ccl was gone.

But

Badly shattered. in every part wa · the once stanch ship.
Frank reckoned from n.ppcarances, however, that she had
not been many months in the water.
\Vhat of the fate- of her crew?
Were they all drowned?

Had any escaped?

the tragic story of the slll1ken ship?

The vessel had been handsomely cqu ipp d and the water
had not as yel dcstroyccl all thit:>.
But .vet it could never be lnrnsporLcd from the , pot and
must remain forc1-er to decay and moulder.
Fishes had invaded the place and some fow shell fi b.
These fled before the explorers.
The vessel had eviclcn lly been in lhc nkrchant trade between America and the South Pacific.
Her name was founcl
wall. It wa s the ship

upo~1

a charl hanging on tlie cabin

"Prin cc~s,"

Captain Andrew Hull, of

Portsmouth.
Frank made a mental note of thi.·.

They then pas ed

into tlrn forward cabin.
But the two women were the only members of the ship's
What wa. company left aboard.
All the others were missing.
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In the captain's cabin was a safe. The bolt::; had rusted advancing as near as he dared, made a blow at one of the
cat eyes.
and the door wa::; easily wrenched open.
But he could not safely get near enough to make the blo1r
'l'here were many papers in the safe, papers which might
effective.
have been of value.

•

Moreover, the octopus now thrust OllC long tentacle ao 1rn
But they were so water soaked and dccnyed as to be u ·einto the cabin.
le:;::; DOW.
Thi:; kepl Frank out of reach. '!'here was no olher u1-.1:lThero was also several thousand dollars in gold aml ::;ilver
wins, a small bag of jewels and a few articles of vertu.
Thct:ie were carefully picked up and placed in a bag. 'l'l1en
Frank placed his 11elmet Lo the doctor's and ::;houted:
"Let us return !"

"All right!" said the savant.
It seemed certainly a if nothing more was to be gained
h.v remaining on board the ship.
So they retraced their step::; to the companionway.
.Frank had put a foot on the lower stair when ho chancel!

to look up.
lie instantly recoiled.
The sighl which met his gaze was sufficiently thrilling to
infuse the stoulcst heart wilh terror.
The hatchway was completely filled with a hideow;,

able way at hand of attacking the monster.
The doctor leaned over and shouled:

"Wc arc in a bad fix, Franl< !"
"lt looks like it."
I
"lf it was on land now we could shoot that creature. '
I

'

"It is impossible to attack it safely," >.aid Frank.
I

. -

Then an idea occurred to the young inventor.

'l'ho

cabin was provided with dead eye windows.
With a blow of his ax Frank sma:;hed one oI these.

Then

he tried to crawl through it.
Ordinaril.)' he would have been able to do this, but witli
hi& hclmcl and generator ·it was imp.ossiib]e.

He wa:;

obliged to abandon the attempt.

lt would not work.

'l'hcrc was one other way and this wa:; to cut their way
spongy ma s, and iwo enormous cat-like eyes glared down
out through the planking.
into the cabin.
This, however, was a:; 1yct ::;o und and of loughcst oak.
A horrid beak-like moulh yawned in a hideous manner. 'rhc axe · made slow work 011 it.

It required but a gla11 cc for Frank to comprehend all.
..,.. But the two captive:; kept at' work until suddenly the
The doctor was completely astounded, and managed to doctm· looking up, gave a start.
get word to l~rank :
ll e dropped his ax and clutched Frank's arm; at the
"What on ea,rth is it?"
same time he pointed up to the hatchway.
"Don't you sec?" asked the young inventor in surprise.
'l'hc octopus was gone.
"Some horrid sea mont:itcr !"
G'or a moment the two men lookeJ at each other. Whal
" .\n octopus!"
Ji cl it mean? Had the creature abandoned its attempt lo
"Whew! He will be clown here aJ'.tcr w; next."
secure them as prey ?
"No, he cannot do that, for his body is too large to get
ln that case ii would be safe enough to make their exit
through the hatch."
"Thank our stars for that."
"But it's just a bout as bad, for we are hemmed in."

by means of the hatchway.

But yet there wa,s a probable

risk.
Frank looked aL their work upon the tough oak timbers;.

This was a startling fact. The octopus held the deck of but little progress had been made and their axes were grow.
the ship and any attempt at exit from any of the cabins ing dull.
meant the dropping into his tentacles.
He was not long in making up his mind.
This would of course be a most horrible death, for the
"On my word," he cried; "we will risk it. Follow me,
octopus is a veritable man eater.
doctor."

.

This was indeed a pred1cament.
For a moment the situation looked dubious enough.
"On my word as a scholar," cried the doctor, "this is a
bad . crape for us ! . What can we do, Frank?"
The young inventor was trying all the while to think of
<• plan.

'l'he savant caught his gesture anc1 was instantly by his
shoulder; together they crept up tll'e stairs.
They reached the level of the hatch and peered over iL
The octopus was not in sight.
Frank dicl not hesitate.
He swung himself lightly upon deck and then started for.

Finally he drew his short handled ax from his belt, and the rail.

The doctor followed him.
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Just as they reached the rail, frank sa \r a number o[

'!'hen a pressure upon a mall button sent a tremendous

hideous writhing arms coming up over the other ide of the cur rent coursin°· through the hull.

•

ship.

Of course the octopus

felt it.
And so powerful was it lhat the mighty

The octopu · was returning.

mon~tcr,

\rhof'c•

weight was tons, was hurl ed bodil y from the deck.

'J'hcrc was no time to lo ·e.
.A the octopus came upon that side of the ship, the divers

It went writhing away and lay i>omc yards distant upon

the ;;ands, motionless. The tcrrifir shock had actual !.'

,J id over the other side.

Reaching the sands below thf'y ha tened to the submarine killed it.
"That C;ooked him!'" ·ried Uie doctor, fo r onc.;e lairing

boat. A moment later they were in the Yestibule.

, ,~)·a$ shut the door and applied the force pump. In a into ·lang, "be wa not strong enough for that. ..
The octopu

·[cw second the ,·cstibule was empty.

disposed of.

wa

That danger 1ra

don e

away ~rilh, but a more momentou: question now c<Yllfrontc<1

'rhc divers removed their suits quickly.

.. By the soul of Aristotle! .. ga-spod t.hc doct-0r, " did we the submarine travelers.

-not outwit that chap in good E'hape ?"
" \fo did that!" agreed Frank, "but if he had stayed by
ha,· ~

the hatch he would

I

bothered us much:·

"l have no doubt of it.''
It i

ncedlc~s

~ay

to

HAFTER XI.

that they were warmly welcomed by

./

Barn ey and Pomp.

A llEVUU;ION

O~'

I

ATURE.

'I'hc l \\'U jokers had watched earnestly for l! tcm .
'"BrgolTa, T knew Ilfi ther Frank \rncl rornc back if anybo(h cud!'' cried Barncv.
j

j

''Shure, it's

n,

The doctor
charm ed life his tiou.

is!"

11·a,;

the fir t Lo broach this important

que~-

" How 1011g arc we to remain here, Frank i'" he a ked.

"Golly! wha · am dat ?"

Frank replied gravely:

,\ 11 glanced through the observation window. It wa

" Perhaps foreYer. ··

easy enough to see 'rhat _wa ' mea nt.

The 8avanL was dumfounded.

'rhere, pressed against the steel wire whi ch protected thP.
glass, was the hideous face of the octopus.

" You don·t mean il !" he exclaimed.
"I am in ea riicst ..,

'rhe monster's treacherous eye>< seeme<l to be taki ng in
erery part of the cabin.

"l s the boat as badly sluck a' that?"
"You may depend on it,'" replied Frank. " o action of

Its mighty tentacles were wound about the turret iu a the engine will draw her off."
f rcme.ndons

grip.

" But-can she not be cut away?''

Barney fancied he co uld hea r the ;;tcel crack.

"Not ea ily. Tt \\'OUld rcquir •an interminable amounl of

"The monster is aboard of us! '" cri ed thr doctor.

" Ts work.

i here no way to i::cttlc hi s case. Frank'.'''

"Indeed there is," said the :voung inventor.

piece. :•
" I'll fix

him!"

He motioned for all to follow him into the pilot house.
' rhen he produced the glass stools.
The rest 'rn cas.Y.
Al l ·tood upon these insulated stools while F ra.i1k connected t.hc dynamo with the steel bul l of the submarine
boat.

111c wreck would have to be literally hewed ln

"That is lrnr(1 luck,'' affirmed the doctor: "i

there

110

other way to get free?"

"Yes ..,
" Wlrn t is it ?"
"The use of dynamite.''
The savant gayc ;l violent i'tart.
" Do you really mean that?'' he asked.
safe?"'

" Would it he
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"Not altogether, yet it is feasible. In fact, it is the only

But just how badly she was damaged could not be secu
just then. Howev~r, Prank went forward and examined th!?

·logical and expeditious way of dislodging her."
"Shall you attempt it?"

hull.

:Frnnk was silent a moment.

'l'hen he proceeded to don

bis diving suit again.

'rhere was no lea.k.
'l'o be sure there were a, number of indentations in the

"Where are you going?"

metal, ·lrnt these were not serious.

"I am going out to take another look at her. 'l'hen I curi.
answer your question explicitly."

lt was a successful exploit, and the submarine boat 11'<ls
extricated from her critical position.

'l'he doctor bowed gravely.

'l'he wreck had been literally shattered.

i~ t1ro and careened in opposite directions. But th. ~p1i~ty

"I wish yon succe. s !'' h said.
And Frank proceeded to carry out his inspection.

H e felt no further interest in her.

went under the hull of the ship and carefully examined

'rheir spirits rose.

0verything.

"

}fp w~1~ ~ati~ficd upon one point when he returned

to

'·At least l shall risk it," he said.

~ow

we are ant of this scrape," declared Frank, "per-

th e 11aps our luck will change."

"I hope so!" cried the doctor. '"I'he problem now is how

lt was almo 'i safe to try t.he dynamite.

cabin.

, he had broken

" It is our quickest way to get out of this mighty cavern!''

o.f getting free !"

"You are right!'' 11gree<l Fr:a11k.

"I believe it can be

Once more h0 ventured out inlo tlw sea and placed n good done."
diarge of the exp losi rn in 1raterproof cases directly under

" I am glad .to h0ar _you talk that way; it looks hopeful."

the sunken wreck.

Barn0y now started the P earl ahead.

These were connectecl by \\'ire with a battery.

A8 slic progress<.'d it b<.'came evident that they were com-

'I'h0n he returned to the cabin.

ing into another undergrou"Qd sea.

lt \\"as a critical moment.

All clung to the hope that evcntua ll_y they would find

<lll

If they won, then their liws were safe to pursu<.' the jour- avenue of e;;<;ape from the place.

nev; if they lost, then th0ir fate would b0 forever sealed to

But the days pa . .-ed.

Weeks came and w<.'nt.

tho 1rorlc1.

Every day brought some little incident of interest, but no

Frank made the electric C()nnections and went forward material change in their position.
into the pilot hou. e.

Ono day Frank said :

.\ll were in readinesfl.

"'l'o-morrow we shall have he011 Bix \recb in

:\ t ·exadly lhe right moment he pressed the electr ic hut- cave.

'!'here was a 111ufrled roar, a fearfu l shock nrnl comma-

'rhe Pearl rocked and swayed and stra.i ned as if eom-

ing to piece~.

Unless we shall succeed in finding our way out soon

'l'hi s was a good deal for Frnnk Reade, Jr., to , ay .
Bnt he had been impelled to this by a number of dampening observatio;i:is.

The water ~0e11wd filled with flying clebri8, and it boiled
and surged about the bonl like

deep sea

I shall give up hope."

ton; the result w11s most terrific.

tion.

thi~

::i

maelstrom.

He ha.cl tried to. keep the Pearl on a straight e.oursr.. bul
was fin11Jly satisfied that after weeks of constant search they

"By Diogenes !" cried th0 doctor, in horror; "yon have had onl_y been sa.iling around within a limited area.
sea lecl our fate, Frank! ..

There had occmred nothing to warrant a belief that they_

"It is our onl y chance,'' said tbe you ng inventor would ever find a way out of the hopeless labyrinth .
grimly.
But all was over in half a minute. The waler,;

'Phis was discouraging enough, to be sur e.
sub ~i ded

and the submarine boat rocked and pitched a trifle which

Barney, however, was extremely hopeful.
"On me worrud as a gintleman,'' he declared, "there

was evidence that she had broken away from her anchorage. ni ver wa s a way av gittin' into a scrape but there was a way
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out av it. There' river a door to go in but there's a door

Barney continually lamented hi carele ness until Frank

to go out. Shure we'll foind it yet."

tired of it a.nd cried:
"li'or mercy's sake, shut up! It is a poor plan to cry over

Frank nor the doctor took no very hopeful view of the
Celfs philosophy, but they did not say anything

to discour- spilt milk. Let u find a way out oi the scrape!"

age him.

'l'his brought the Celt to his senses, and he at once went

But thrilling experiences were near at hand for the grand to work to help repair the damage clone by hi carelessness.
culmination of all.

Frank could not judge from the cabin ju ·t what the posi-

This last clay of tlrn sixth week in the deep sea cave was tion of the boat on the reef was.

a memorable one.

o be decided to put on

his diving-suit and go out and sec.

1

'1 he Pearl had been groping blindly for many days in

He was about to do this when an incident occurred to

r.n apparently limitless sea.

prevent. There was a sudden shock, a dull rumble and the

The party had all grown weary of the situation.
A ort of grim despair had settled down upon them.

Loat began to pitch violently.
All

"An earthquake!" cried the doctor.

1rcre thoroughly imbued with this.

Indeed this

The wheel wa held most of the time by Barney. Upon

~eerned

true.

From the windows of the pilot house the voyagers bcheln

t his occasion the Celt had lashed it for a moment and a momentary fearful spectacle.
turned to consult the key board.

They plainly sa w a large fi ssure open up in the sandy bot-

'I'he search light made a pathway of light for many hun- tom of the deep sea care.
\

tlred yards ahead. By this the coast seemed clear.

The waters began to boil and

then-all wa, darkness.

But Barney's vision had not been keen enough to note one

What happened in the next few moments none ever knew.

lt was a jumbled mass of incidents.

startling fact.

The earthquake shock broke the electric connections and

In the very path of the boat lay a wicked coral reef; it

was almost invisible except to the sharpest kind of scrutiny. the boat was instantly in darkness.

It seemed as if giant hands had picked it up bodily and

Barney turned just in time to ee it, but too late to avert

were hurling it through space.

a catastrophe.

What was to be the result?

He jammed the helm hard aport, but too late. There was
a terrific shock, a grinding crash, and the boat stood still. .

Was it to be da hed to pieces ? Were they being hurled to

1E very one on board wa thrown violently down by the an awful death?
Barney gave a wail of despair and horror .
.shock;
The next moment ]hank came ru bing wilclly into the

In any event the voyager were utterly powerless.
They certainly could do nothing to prevent the catastrophe. They were in the hands of Iate. Only God's mercy

pilot house.

"Mercy on us, Barney!" he cried. "What has happened?" could save them.
"Oc.h , murdher, sor, an' it's me own sthupid carelessness!
8hure an' it's aground we are, sor !"

Realizing this, they clung to the nearest stationnry object. Thus they awaited they knew not what.

''Aground!"

On and on the submarine boat wa whirled.

Frank's face cleared, for he believed that if the oat was

Lucky it was that she ";as a stanch boat.

Fortunate in-

rnerely aground it would be an easy enough matter to raise deed that her ribs and plates of steel were of the toughest
her by means of the tank.
He at once turned the lever.

and be t.
The air rushed into the

tank, the boat strained and groaned but did not rise.
The truth was apparent.

Else she would have been clashed to pieces and the lives of
her passengers destroyed.
How long the Pearl was in the grip of the submarine dis-

She had wedged herself immovably in the coral reef. turbance the voyagers never knew, but they felt the boat
The situation wa truly a serious one.

. suddenly on a firm keel, and light broke in upon them.
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There was no doubt of this.

'l'he doctor and Frank were the :first to recover.
They stared about them in utter amazement.

The voyagers were unite'd

in this opinion. Barney and Pomp now put in an .appear-

The submarine boat was speeding along over the surface ance.
of a blue sea.

Their surprise was scarcely less than that of Frank and

What was more, the light which permeated the entire the doctor.
cabin was the light of day.

"But, begorra, can yez see phwere the daylight cums
from ?" asked Barney in wonderment.
"Golly ! I can do da.t !" declared: Pomp.

"Yez can ?"

f ' ,: 1'

"Yas, sah !"

CHAPTER XII.

·qq,

Jl o;

"Well, phwerc does it cum from?"
0

The darky po intcd to the roo£ of the cavern.

OUT OF THE CAYE-THE END.

It was seen that daylight was admitted by means of
For the first time in many weeks the light of day dazzled mighty crevices .
. the eyes of the voyagers.

This was evidence that an island or largEi body of land

The boat was also on the surface of a sea.

This could was above them, and that this was no longer part of the

be easily explained.

deep sea cave.

Frank had emptied the reservoir in attempting to raise
her from the reef. It had remained empty.

The Pearl had been flying at full speed over the waters '
of the cavern sea.

, But this sudden evolution from Stygian gloom of the

Frank now checked her speed.

deep sea cave to daylight was inexplicable.

~ After much discussion the only hypothesis of the affair
That they were not out of the cave was apparent, for its which could be reached was that the earthquake had burst

rocky roof could be seen far above.
the roof of the deep sea cavern and hurled the boat through
The doctor and Frank went to the observation window and into this upper sea.
and looked out.
However, this matter was one which they saw no hope of .
Then they silently tared at each other. Finally the
ever solving. So it was allowed to drop.
doctor said :
The one question now before them was as to how they
"What the deuce happened to us, Frank? Where are
were to find their way out of this cavern and to the open
we?"
world once more.
"Tl1at is a puzzler," replied the young in vcntor. "The
It seemed to them as if they would never again venture
last I remember of was the deep sea convulsion or earthdeep sea exploration if they could only gain this end.
quake!"
Even the doctor had had enough. He even s ai~:
"Just so! We. were hurled I don't know how far by it."

"Of course it explains

OU!'

being here.

But, where are

we?"
"That is a mystery!"

"If 1 can only get back to America safely I think l ·will

stay there. I believe I shall find a large enough field there."
"Bejabers, Readestown is good enough for· me,'' averred

"It looks to me as if we were on the level of the ocean Barney.
"Suah, dar's no place like home," put in Pomp.
again and in some part of the cavern which is above it."
"There is no doubt of that."

But Frank laughed.

"Then!" cried Frank joyfully, "we are saved and will

"After a month at home," he ,;aid, "you will be just as

live to return to our friends ! Indeed we have been rescued anxious to start out upon another expedition."
from that deep sea tomb by a revulsion of Nature's forces, u.
sort of miracle."

"I suppose so," laughed the doctor, "but thiti is our prcsent mood, you know, Frank."
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·· Y cci;· agreed the young inyenlor; "I almost £eel that stored Lo the beautiful upper \~·orlcl which t hey now knew
1rny myseJ£. But is there no outlet to this infernal place?" ho"· to appreciate.

··It don't look like it, unless it be through those ·revice

fnstinctively a wild cheer burst from their lips.
'·Hurrah!"

overhead."
This now became the main object.

All had tired of sub-

Then to the cast they saw a Jong li nc of coast. ,I t

broken with little bays and indentations between high cliff,.

marine cruising.

ix week in a deep sea cave

h~d given them

a genteel

While waving palms and Lropical l'Crdure told them that
they were yet upon the line of the equator.

, u fficiency.

, J.I 'fheiJJoat sailed on at a rapid rate and a good lookout.
was kept for an opening.

But alter some hours of sai ling

"What land is that? .. asked the doctor.
" On my word I do not know! .. replied Frank.

pa~t

" We are getting to the limit of the cave, I believe;' cried
"~ow,

"It is my

opinion, however, that ire ha1·e been under•lhat coast for the

t-lre rock wall of the roof began to hang lower.

Frank.

wa ~

if eyer, we ought to find a way out of this

few hours."

" Do you think so ?"
"Yes. Do you see that distant Iona ridge rising over the

place!"

elifis;

"And if we do not- -·· began the <loci.or.

I believe that is the dome of tho cavern which we

just left."

•·\re will!'. iillid Frank retiolutely.
Rapidly the roof lowered i tsclf now until the turrets ncarl:r ~craped agf!inst the roch surface. Then Frank filled the

"f:lo

r believe!"

" But-surely ire mu~t ha ve tra,olcd

lank and let tho boat sink for some distance.
Th e scai·ch light showed a passage dcacl ahead.

"Then we have been under land part of the way?"'

Into thi

the sea to reach Iand.

<1

lo11g ways under

\\'hat co:d rµn it. be?"'

"We will try and find out. If el lo! Whal is that yonder?

t11c boat ailed.

It look like a small ea1)ort. ··
\Yidcr grew the pa age as they sailed on.

Fmnk brought hi s gla · Lo bear upon a little harbor ju

Finally ;d i ve ' tige of the rock walls disappeared . After
sailing on in this fashion for

ome 1ray

Frank seut the

'L'arch light.' rays upwards.

\rii.hin the cliff.

As a result he cri.crl:

"Yes, it is a seaport.

Now to find out where we arc! ..

The llUPmarine boat 1ra ~ headed for the distant town.

They were not r efn1ctcc1; it was evident that Lhey struck
tho roof of no ravern .

t

.\,.,

they neared the h arbor numbers of ~mall sailing craft 1rcn·
seen.

Tho young inventor was thrilled.

·

One of thei:ie was hailed , an<l stood over near the Pearl.
"G my word!"' ho muttered. "CaJ1 it be possible that we F
.k
t
the £
d d k
·
ran · wen on
orwar
ec ' .
<l re in the open sea ?"
"Ahoy !" he shouted.
The doctor heard him.
The answer came back in an unintelligible tongue. Tlie
He gavo a quick cry.

doctor, 11110 was a linguist, wa rn.llcd.

"Tlrnnk God if we are!" he cried.

"Why not know tho

truth, Frank?"

The hail was repeated.

"1 will!"
B"rauk pressed thc•tank•vahe.
to ri ·e.

" Woll , I hardly know;· replied the sav-ant.

" [ ·houlcl

Instantly the boat begilll :,ay, however, it is some out-Iimdish dialect they u c. The.Y

l'p she went rapidly.

up and up.
Suddenly , he burst through the surface, and for a moment the hearts of all stood still.
Tho blue hounding sea was about them, the blue sky overl11•111l.

" W1if!t do they say?'' asked Frank.

Thry 1rere rc1cascc1 from the cl pt.h s. oi1cc more re-

look like Portuguese.

Let us see if they undcrsta~d

pan-

ish."
.\ ccordipgly the doctor i1ail 11 tho111 in 'panish.
delight the reply came back:
''\Ve are Portuguese. What are you?"

"\f' arc• .\ rnerican . ."

To hi s
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" What do you in these waters with your war- hip?..
"Thi is not a war-ship," replied the doctor.

'"Huh! reckin it didn' kill yo'!" sniffed Pomp.

" It is the

,:ulmrnrine boat P earl. "

"Begorra I'll !"how yez !" roared the Celt. making a din'
for his t orment.or.

An incredulou.: reply came back.

Bu ~

'l'hen the sa vnnt asked :

" Look out dar. ehile !'' he shouted.

P omp du cked his head.
" J'.oe a drefful ole

bntterin' ram, l i8. Look ou t. chil e !"

" Whnt coast is that yonder?"

Dut Barney was out for blood. and wa . nol to be checked.

"Africa," was the reply.

li e struck the Ethiopian full foru..

Astounded, the l'oyager;; looked at each other.
".\frica!'' gasped Frank.

"Why, that cnnuot be!

We

hare then come a good ways under sea !''

Or rather Pomp struck him.

I t required no nrngaiiJing

gla s t-0 see which had the best of it.
Pomp's hard skull caught the Celt under the <:ery lrri:;t:

'·Full fifteen hundred miles." declared the doctor.
'I'hen he hailed tlie fisherman ngain:

rib.

"How far are 1rt: from the equator~ "

IL squeezed. his wind, to be ;:;lll'e.

:J?o; n moment he rollc<l upon the deck gaping :rnd panl-

Evidently surpri, cd at the que. tion. the Portuguc~e an- ing. In his exnbernnce, however P omp made a mistake.
H e paused to indtilge in a boi terous laugh.

swered:
" What is wrong with your reckoning?
the equator. Yonder coast is

With hi"'

You are right 011 head thrown back he wa s doing the net tq perfection when

outh Guinea, and Urnt cape Barney recovered.

over there is Lopez!''

nddenly the Celt picked up a slnb of wood and strlll·k

" Enough! " exclaim ed Frnn.k, closing his glass.

"It is the darky full across the shins.

hard to realize that ll'e have traveled such a distance in the

f

last six week ...

Great Scott!
What a C'hanging about. what a turning of tables ther"

" Yet you must remember that 11.e were continuall .v on the was. 'I'he darky could have stood the blow on his head well
move, and that we sailed rapidly."

"I bear that in mind ," said Frank. "B ut fifteen hundred
miles in a c.leep sea cave!

T' hat seems incrc<lib le !''

enough.
But the shin is the negro's vulnerable point, as all boys
know.

lt is hardly neces8ary to say that Pomp's laugh Lc-

cn me a cre:>cen<lo

Yet it was true.

0

r 1rail~.

" Ow , yo· 110 count l 'ishman." he roared. " Yo' done
Prom the point where the cavern wa~ entered to lhisCape Lopez on the coast of Africa-ii·a:> fuJ]y fifteen bun- killed tli s chil e. Fo' Lle good Lor·, l hab yo· haht fo' dat !''
" Turn about i:: fair

dred miles.

It was a marvelous thing lo reflect upon, that the party
had traveled so far in such a manner, beneath the bed of the
sea, and had only by a miraculou~ chane:e seen the surface

begona !" roa red Barney; ''tlw

O'. 'hea's 1n12 nil'er whipped yet! "
.\ nd lhe l'cl t followed up hi s advantage b.v grappling
with hi" ad r e r~arr.

How Jhc aJTair would haw terrninatrl1

but for an interruption ifi.3 not easv to say.

and the light or clay again.

A all this came foll force to Frank he
" Ugh!" he declared.

~lny,

~hi verecl

"J have had enough.

:

I.Jet us go

'l'he intenuption wa s Frallk H acle, .Jr.'s 1·01ct' ·enHing
from the pilot house :
"Barney. you rnscal. come here!"

home."

In tantlY the two jokern broke away. Barney sped to thl'

"Amen!" said the doctor.
" Home, sweet home, dere am no place loikc hom e!" sang
P omp, throwing a flip fl ap .

pilot hou :;e while P omp went below to get some liniment for
his affiict cLl

f'hin ~.

Ten minutes later tho ~mbmarine boat wa, homE'wnrd

By accident, of cour;:;e, he landed on Barne:v's corns. The

hound.

Celt ga ve a hyena-like howl.
" Howly murther ! do

)'CZ

mane to kill me?" he shrieked.

" hure, yez blunderin' fool _vez."

And now, dear reader, we mu t bring you gently to th<'
end of om tale of deep sea adventure.
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Suffice it to say that the submarine boat reached America. it was we may be able to inform the reader at some fuh1re
in safety. She made her way up the river to Readestown.

iime. Until then let us say adieu.

'fhe voyagers were received by a great throng of frienus .

THE END.

All were glad to see them home again.
Read "ACROSS THE DESER'l' OF FIRE; OR
FRA.i: K READE, JR.'S MARVELOUS TRIP IN .\.
rim and much valuable daia. He became the mo t envied
S'l'RA GE COUNTRY," which will be the next number
man in his profession.
(72) of "Frank Reade Weekly Magazine."
The Pearl was laid by for repair~, but Frank said:
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
he will never be able to go so long a voyage again. are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
8 "
However, before we attempt another sea trip I have another newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
project to carry out."
mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
And i.o this the young inventor applied himself. Whµt you order by return mail.
1
Dr. Calliope went back to his scientific studies with new
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227 A Million at 20; or, Fighting His Way In Wall Street. By H. K.
Shackleford.
228 Hook and Ladder No. 2. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
229 On Deck; or, The Boy Pilot of Lake Erle. By Allyn Draper.
230 Locomotive Fred; or, Life on the Railroad: By Jas. C. Merritt.
231 Jack Wright and His Electric Air Schooner; or, The Mystery of a
Magic Mine. By "Noname."
282 Philadelphia Phil ; 01·, From a Bootblack to a Merchant. By Bow·
ard Austin.
233 Custer's Last Shot ; or, Tlle Boy Trailer of the Llttle Born. By
An Old Scout.
234 The Rival Rangers; or, The Sons of Freedom. By Gen. Jae. A.
Gordon.
235 Old Sixty-Nine; or, "'he Prince of Engineers. By Jae. C. Merritt.
216 Among the Fire-Worshippers; or, Two New York Boys In Mexico.
By Howard Austin.
237 Jack Wright and hie Electric Sea Motor; or, ll'he Search for a
Drifting Wreck. By "Noname."
238 Twenty Years on an Island; or, The Story of a Castaway. By
Capt. Thos. B. Wilson.
239 Colorado Carl ; or, The King of the iiladdle. By An Old Scout.
240 Hook and Ladder Jack, the Daring Young Fireman. By Ex-Fire
Chief Warden.
241 Ice-Bound; or, Among the Floes. By Berton Bertrew.
242 Jack Wright and Ills Ocean Sleuth-Hound; or, Tracking an Un·
der-Water Treasure. By "Noname."
243 The Fatal Glass; or, The Traps and Snares of New York. A
True Temperance Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
244 The Maniac Engineer; or, A Life's Mystery. By Jas. C. Merritt.
245 Jack Wright and His Electric Locomotive; or, The Lost Mine of
Death Valley. By "Noname."
246 The Ten Boy Scouts. A Story ot the Wild West. By An Old
Rcout.
247 Young Hickory, the Spy:· or, Man, Womaa, or Boy. By Gen'l
Jas. A. Gordon.
248 Dick Bangle, the Boy Actor. By N. S. Wood (The Young Awerl·
can Actor).
249 A New York Boy in the Soudan; or, The Mahdi's Slave. By Howard Austin.
250 .Jack Wright and Bis Electric Balloon Ship; or, 30,000 Leagues
Above the Earth. By "Noname."
251 'l'he Game-Cock of Deadwood. A Story of the Wild Northwest.
By Jas C. Merritt.
2~2 Barry Hook, the Boy Fireman of No. 1; or, Always at Bis Post.
By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
253 The Waifs of New York. By N. S. Woods (The Young American
Actor).
254 Jack Wright and His Dandy of the Deep; or, Driven Afloat In the
Sea of Fire. By "Noname."
255 In the Sea of Ice; or, The Perils of a Boy Whaler. By Berton
Bertrew.
256 Mad Anthony Wayne, the Hero of Stony Point. By Gen'l. Jas.
A. Gordon.
257 Th§co~i~ansas Sco11t; or, Fighting the Redskins. By An Old

258 Jack Wright's Demon of the Plains; or, Wild Adventures Among
the Cowboys.
259 The Merry Ten; or, The Shadows of a Social Club. By Jno. B.
Dowd.
260 Dan Driver, the Boy Engineer of the Mountain Express; or,
Railroading on the Denver and Rio Grande.
261 Sliver Sam of Santa Fe; or, "1'he Lions' Treasure Cave. By An
Old Scout.
262 Jack Wright and Bia Electric Torpedo Ram; or, The Sunken
City of the Atlantic. By "Noname."
263 The Rival Schools; or, Fighting for the Championship. By
Allyn Draper.
264 Jack Reef, the Boy Captain; or, Adventures on the Ocean. By
Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
265 A Boy In Wan Street ; or, Dick Batch, the Young Broker. By
H. K. Shackleford.

~
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PRICE 5 CENTS.

266 .Jack Wright and bis Iron-Clad Air Motor; or, Searching tor a
Lost Explorer. By "Noname."
267 Whe Rival Base Ball Clubs ; or, The Champions of Columbia
Academy. By Allyn Draper.
268 II'he Boy Cattle King; or, Frank Fordham's WUd West Ranch.
By an Old Scout.
269 Wide Awake Wlll, The Plucky Boy Fireman of No. 3 ; or, Fighting the Flames for Fame and Fortune. By ex-Fire Chief War·
den.
270 Jack Wrifbt and His Electric Tricycle; or, Fighting the Stranglers o the Crimson Desert. By "Noname."
271 '!J?he Orphans ot New York. A Pathetic Story of a Great City.
By N. S. Wood (the Young American Actor).
272 Sitting Bull's Last Shot ; or, The Vengeance of an Indian Policeman. By Pawnee Bill.
273 The Haunted House on the Harlem; or, The Mystery ot a Missing Man. By Howard Austin.
274 Jack Wright and His Ocean Plunger; or, The Harpoon Hunters
of the Arcti c. By "Noname."
275 Claim 33; or, The Boys of the Mountain. By Jas. C. Merritt.
276 The Road to Ruin ; or, The Snares and Temptations of New
York. By Jno. B. Dowd.
' '.)~•
277 A Spy at 16; or, Fighting for Washington and Liberty. By
Gen'! Jas. A. Gordon.
278 Jack Wright's Flying Torpedo; or, The Black Demons of Dismal
Swamp. By "Noname."
279 High Ladder Harry, The Young Fireman of Freeport; or, Always at the Top. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
280 100 Chests of Gold ; or, The Aztecs' Buried Secret. By Richard
R. Montgomery.
281 Pat Malloy ; or, An Irish Boy's Pluck and Luck. By Allyn
Draper.
282 Jack Wright and His Electric Sea Ghost; or, A Strange Under
Water Journey. By "Noname."
283 Sixty Mlle Sam: or, Bound to be on Time. By Jas. C. Merritt.
284 83 Degrees North Latitude; or, the Handwriting In the Iceberg.
By Howard Austin.
285 Joe, The Actor's Boy; or, Famous at Fourteen. By N. S. Wood
(the Young American Actor.)
286 Dead For 5 Years; or, The Mystery of a Madhouse. By Allyn
Draper.
28T Broker Bob; or, The Youngest Operator in Wall Street. By
H. K. Shackleford.
288 Boy Parda; or, Making a Home on the Border. By An Old
Scoat.
289 The Twenty Doctors ; or, the Mystery of the Coast. By Capt.
Thos. H. Wilson.
290 'l'he Boy Cavalry Scout; or, Life In the Saddle. By Gen'!. Jas.
A. Gordon.
291 The Boy Firemen ; or, "Stand by the Machine." By Ex-Fire Chief
Warden.
292 Rob, the Runaway; or, From Office Boy to Partner. By Allyn
Draper.
293 The Shattered Glass; or, A Country Boy in New York. A ~rue
Temperance Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
294 Lightning Lew. the Boy Scout; or, Perils in the West. By Gen'!.
Jae. A. Gordon.
295 The Gray House on the Rock; or, The Ghosts of Ballentyne Ba11.
By J as. C. Merritt.
296 A Poor Boy's Fight ; or, The Bero of the School. By Boward
Austin.
,
297 Captain Jack Tempest; or, The Prince of the Sea. By Capt. !!hos.
H. Wilson.
298 Billy Button, the Yo\}ng Clown and Bareback Rider. By Berton
Bertrew.
299 An Engineer at 16 ; or, The Prince of the Lightning Express. Bf
Jas. C. Merritt.
30(> To the North Pole In a Balloo_n. By B~r~on Betrew.
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DEAR Sm-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
..... copies of WORK AND WIN, Noi;; . ..............................•.••••..............• • • •·• · • • • • • · · • • •
" " WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos ..........................................••••••• ·•·········
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WILD WEST WEEKLY
Amagazine Containing Stoirie.s, Sketebes, ete., of Westettn hife.
:B"Y"' .A.1'1" C>:C.....:O SCC>U"T.
32 PAGES.

PRICE 5 CEN'l'S.

32 PAGBll.

EACH N UMBER IN A HANDSOME COLORED COVER.
All of these exciting stories are founded on facts .
Young Wild West is a hero with whom the author was
acquainted. His daring deeds and thrilling adventures have ne~er been surpassed. They form the base of the
most dashing stories ever published.
Read the following numbers of this most interesting magazine and be convinced:
LATES'l' ISSUES:
45
12 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot· or A New Yorker in the
West.
'
'
46
13 Young Wild WPst's 'l'riumph ; or, Winning Against Great Odds. 4 ~
14 Young Wild West's •trategy; or, '£he Comanche Chief's Last Raid.
'
15 Young Wild West's Grit; or, The Ghost of Gauntlet Gulch.
1 48
16 Young Wild West's Big Day; or, The Deuble Wedding at \Vestou.
17 Young Wild West's Great Scheme; or. 'J'be Building or a Railroad. 4!l
18 Young Wild West and the 'l'rain Robbers; or. The Hunt for the !'O
Stolen Treasure.
;;
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19 Y oung W i
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e: or, F our Agallls
wen t y.
20 Young Wild Wfo'st's Rau ch: or. The Renegades of Riley's Run.
52
21 Young Wild West on the Trail: or, Outwitting tho Reds~ius .
22 Young Wi!d West's. Bai:gain.: or, A Red l\lan Wi th_ a White U~~rt. 5:1
23 Young Wild 'Yest s \ acat1on ; Ol", A f,1vely Time at Roarlllg
. ,
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. 54
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55
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es s ••11s a e; or, oslllg a 11 un re
ousan .
25 Y oung ,, !
26 Young Wild West ,In Deadwood; or, The Terr'?r of Taper Top..
56
27 Young Wlld Wests Close Call; or, Tbe Raiders of Raw Hide
Rldg,<;;. d
57
28 Y oung , 11 West Trapped; or, 'l'he Net That Would Xot Holcl
Blm,.,,. 1d w t' El t·
. . A ,1
. t T
t
!\8
29 Young
!
· es s
ec ion, 01,
" ayor a
wen Y·
30 Young Wild West and the Catt le Thi eves; or, Breaking Up a "Bad 5:J
Gang.'' .
. ,
. . ,
,,
.
31 Young Wild Wes~ s Mascot. or, '.[be Dog. Ib~t Wanted a Master. 60
32 Young Wild Wests Challenge; or, A Combmation Hard to Beat.
33 Young Wild West and the ltancb Queen; or, Rounding Up tbe Cat·
61
tie Roiiers.
3' Young Wild We&t's Pony Express; or, Getting tho M:ail Through
on Time.
62
35 Young Wild West on the Big Divide; or, The Raid o[ the Rene·
gades.
63
36 Young Wild West's Million in Gold; or, '.rhe Boss Boy of Boulder.
37 Young Wild West Running the Gantlet; or, Tho Pawnee Chief's 64
Last 8hot.
Wild West and the Cowboys; or, A Hot Time on the 65
3 8 Yo!Mlg
Prairie.
Young
Wild West's Hough Riders; or, 'l.'he Rose Bud of the 66
39
Ro.ckies.
40 Young Wild West's Dash for Life; or, A Ride that Saved a 67

Young Wild West and the Russ ian Duke; or, A Lively Tim o
Mountain and Plain.
Yol!n.g Wild West on the Rio Grande; or, Trapping the ~Iexkan
y Collle,~s_.ld , ,. t
d S'tt'
B 11
S .
'"
, .
onng ', !
.es an
i lllg u,:
or, av1ng a ".rOOIJ ot Cnl'alr:;.
Yo~ng "ild " est and t he Texas Trailers; ur, Hop1u;; m tbc ll nr•• ·
'lbieve~.,
.. .
.
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.
Young "ild Wests Wbn lwllld Hiders, or, Cbasmg the Border
y Thu~,~· Id w t
d th D 't
A . tt . G
t l' . 1
oung "'!
es an
e am es ; or, 11C ·a s . rea
en .
Young
1ld
West
ID the Shadow of Death; or, 8aved by a fled
Man·s Bullet
Young ,,.ild West and the Arizona Roomers; or, 'l'he Bad :>Jen
of Ilnll et Bar.
Young Wi ld West After the Claim-Ju mpers· ot· Taming a Tough
Town.
'
'
Young Wild West and the Prairie Pearl; or, The ~Iystcrr of ~o
i\Ian·s Ran~h.
Young
\\"ild West on a Crooked Trail; or, Lost on the Alkali
P csert.
Young Wild West and the Broken Bowie· or The Outlaws of
Yellow 1ro rk .
'
'
Young Wild West's Running Fight·, or, Traripiug the neds and
Renef.ades.
"
You'ug ''ild West and His Dead Shot Tland; or, the Smugglers
of thP Canadian Rorder.
Young Wild West's Blipd Ride· or, Tile 'rreasurc Trove of the
Yellowstone.
'
Young Wild West and the Yigilantes · or 'l'hinnin" Out a IIard
Crowd
'
'
"
·
Young Wild \Yest on a Crimson Trail; or, Arietta Among the
Aparbes.
Yonng 'Yilcl West and "Gilt U:dge Gil" ; or, Touching up the
Sharpers.
Young Wild West's Rerkless Ric1ers; or, After the Train Wrerkers.
Young Wild "·est at Keuo Gulch; or, '.l'ho Game That Was Xever
P!aye(I.
Young \\.ild West and the Man from the East.; or, 'l'he Luck that.Found
tho Lost Lode.
Young Wild Westin the Grand Canron; or; A Finish :b'ight With Ollt·
laws.
YouN~r~~~ld West and tho "Wyoming ·wolves"; or, Arictta's W<?ndcrful

41 y ;~w,~;ilcl West's Big !'an Out. or The Battle for a Silver Mine 68 Youn~ ' 'VJ.Id W~st.'s Dangerous Deal; or. The Plot to Flood a Silver .Mine.
42 y~~ng '.'.lid West and the Charmed 'Arrow; or, The White Lily of 69 You ~ !'' :fi .\' est and the Purple Plumes; or, Cheyenuc Uha.rlie's

170

01 5 0 1

the Kiowas.
.
.
Young wgc1 West at "Dovote Camp"; or, Spoiling a Lynching Dee.
43 Young Wild Wests Great Round Up; or, Co rral1ng the Ranch 71 Young \\ 1ld \Vest
the Lasso King; or, '£he Crooked Gang of
Rai<lers.
I
"Straight" Rnnch.
44 Young Wild West's Rifle Rangers; or, Trailing a Bandit King.
, 72 Young Wild West's Gallld of Chance; or, Saved by Arietta.
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OLD AND YOUNG KING BRADY, DETECTIVES.

PBICE 5 CTS. 32 PAGES. COLORED COVERS.
LAT.EST ISSUES:
184 The Bradys on Blizzard Island ; or, Tracking the Gold Thieves of
('ape Nome.
185 The Bradys in the Black Hills; or, Their Case in North Dakota.
186 The Bradys and "l<'aro Frank"; or, A Hot Case in. the Gold
Mines.
187 The Bradys and the "Rube" ; or, Tracking· the Confidence Men.
188 The Bradys as Firemen; or, Tracking a Gang of Incendiarie_s.
189 The Bradys in the Oil Country ; or, The Mystery of the Giant
•
Gusher.
190 '.rhe Bradys and the Blind Beggar; or, The Worst Crook of All.
191 The Bradys and the Bankbreakers; or, Working the Thugs of
Chicago.
192 The Bradys and the Seven Skulls ; or, The Clew That Was Found
in the Barn.
193 The Bradys in Mexico ; or, The Search for the Aztec Treasure
llonse.
194 The Bradys at Black Run ; or, Trailing the Coiners of Candle
Creek.
l!l5 Th e Bradys Among the Bulls and Bears; or, Working the Wires
in Wall Street.
106 The Bradys and the King; or, Working for the Bank of England.
107 The Bradys and the Duke's Diamonds; or, The Mystery of the
Yacht.
108 The Bradys and the Bed Rock Mystery; or, Working In the Black
Hills.
190 The Bradys and the card Crooks; or, Working on an Ocean Liner.
200 The Bradys and "John imlth"; or, The Man Without a Name.
201 The Bradys and the Manhunters; or, Down In the Dismal Swamp.
202 The Bradys and the High Rock Mystery ; or, The Secret of the
Seven Steps.
203 The Bradys at the Block House ; or, Rustling the Rustlers on the
Frontier.
204 The Bradys In Baxter Street ; or, The House Without a Door.
205 The Bradys Midnight Call ; or, The Mystery of Harlem Heights.
206 The Bradys Behind the Bars; or, Working on Blackwe lls Island.
207 The Bradys and the Brewer's Bonds; or, Working on a Wall
Street Case.
208 The Bradys on the Bowery ; or, The Search for a Missing Girl.
209 The Bradys and the Pawnbroker; or, A Very Mysterious Case.
210 The Bradys and the Gold Fakirs; or, Working for the Mint.
211 The Bradys at Bonanza Bay; or, Working on a Miiiion Dollar
Clew.
212' The Bradys and the Black Riders ; or, The Mysterious Murder at
Wlldtown.
213 The Bradys and Senator Siam; or, Working With Washington
Crooks.
214 The Bradys and the Man from Nowhere; or, Their Very Hardest
Case.
215 The Bradys and "No. 99" ; or, The iearch for a Mad Million·
alre.
216 The Bradys at Baffin's Bay; or, The Trail Which Led to the Arctic.

217 The Bradys and Gim Lee; or, Working a Clew In Chinatown.
218 The Bradys and the "Yegg" Men ; or, Seeking a Clew on the
Road.
219 The Bradys and the Blind Banker ; or, Ferretting Out the Wall
Street Thieves.
220 The Bradys and the Black Cat; or, Working Among the Card
Crooks of Chicago.
221 The Bradys and the Texas Oil King ; or, Seeking a Clew In the
Southwest.
222 The Bradys and the Night Hawk; or, New York at Midnight.
223 The Bradys in the Bad Lande; or, Hot work in South Dakota.
224 The Bradys at Breakneck Hall ; or, The Mysterious House on the
Harlem.
225 The Bradys and the Fire Marshal; or, Hot Work in Hornersville.

ISSUED WEEKLY

226 The Bradys and the Three Sheriffs; or, Doing a Turn in Tennessee.
227 The Bradys and the Opium Smugglers; or, A Hot Trail on the
Pacific Coast.
228 The Bradys' Boomerang ; or, Shaking Up the Wall Street Wire
Tappers.
229 The Bradys Among the Rockies ; or, Working Away Out West.
230 The Bradys and Judge Lynch; or, After the Arkansas Terror.
231 The Bradys and the Bagg Boys; or, Hustling in the Black Hills.
232 The Bradys and Captain Bangs ; or, The Mystery of a Mississippi
Steamer.
233 The Bradys in Malden Lane ; or, Tracking the Diamond Crooks.
234 The Bradys and Wells-Fargo Case; or, The Mystery of the Montana Mall.
235 The Bradys and " Bowery Bill"'; or, The Crooks of Coon Alley.
236 The Bradys at Bushel Bend ; or, Smoking Out the Chinese Smugglers.
237 The Bradys and the Messenger Boy ; or, The A. D. T . Mystery.
238 The Bradys and the Wire Gang; or, The Great Race-Track
Swindle.
239 The Bradys Among the Mormons; or, Secret Work• in Salt Lake
City.
240 The Bradys and "Fancy Frank"; or, The Velvet Gang of Flood
Bar.
241 The Bradys at Battle Clift'; or, Chased Up the Grand Canyon.
242 The Bradys and "Mustang Mike" ; or, The Man With the Branded
Hand.
243 The Bradys at Gold Hill ; or, The Mystery of the Man from
Montana.
244 The Bradys and Pilgrim Pete; or, The Tough Sports of Terror
Gulch.
245 The Bradys and the Black Eagle Express; or, The Fate of the
Frisco Flyer.
246 The Bradys and Hi-Lo-Jak; or, Dark Deed11 In Chinatown.
247 The Bradys and the Texas Rangers; or, Rounding up the Green
Goods F'aklrs.
248 The Bradys and "Simple Sue"; or, The Keno Queen of Sawdust
City.
249 The Bradys and the Wall Street Wizard; or, the Cash That Did
Not Come.
250 The Bradys and Cigarette Charlie ; or, the Smoothest Crook in
the World.
251 The Bradys at Bandit Gulch; or, From Wall Street to the Far
West.
·
•
252 The Bradys in the Foot-Hills; or, The Blue Band of Hard Luck
Gulch.
253 The Bradys and Brady the Banker; or, The Secret of the Old
Santa Fe Trail.
254 The Bradys' Graveyard Clue; or, Dealings With Doctor DPath.
255 The Bradys and "Lonely Luke" ; or, The Hard Gang of Hardscrabble.
256 The Bradys and Tombstone Tom ; or, A Hurry Call from Arizona.
257 The Bradys' Backwoods Trail ; or, Landing the Log Rollers
Gang.
258 The Bradys and "Joe Jlnger" ; or, The Clew in the Convict Camp.
259 The Bradys at Madman's Roost; or, A Clew from the Golden
Gate.
260 The Bradys and the Border Band ; or, Six Weeks' Work Along
the Line.
261 The Bradys in Sample City; or, The Gang of the Silver Seven.
262 The Bradys' Mott Street Mystery ; or, The Case of Mrs. Ching
Chow.
2 6 3 The Bradys' Black Butte Raid; or, Trailing the Idaho "Terror."
26 4 The Bradys and Jockey Joe; or, Crooked Work at the Race Track.
26 5 The Bradys at Kicking Horse Canyon; or, Working for the Canadian
Pacific.
26 6 Tbe Bradys and "Black Jack"; or, Tracking the Negro Crooks.
26 7 '!'he Bradys' Wild West Clew; or, Knocking About Nebraska.
Z6 8 The Bradys' Dash to Deadwood; or, A My9tiiry of the Black Hills.
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THE STAGE .
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
:SOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
No amateur minstrels is complete without
t his wonderful little book.
No .. 4f. THE J?OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Conta1?mg a vaned asso,rtI?ent of i;tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse..uent and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINS'.rRElL GUIDE
!ND JOKffi BQOK.;--Som ethin~ new a?d very instructive. Every
) OY. should obtam this ~ook, as 1t con tams full instructions for or1amzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
No. 65. M.ULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
Joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor It
t:ontains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc: of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical' joke~ of
t he day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
.l>btain a copy immediately.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR-Containing com!l>lete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
4tage_; tog~ther with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prnmpter,
Bcemc Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N? . 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOK'!JJ BOOK.-Containing the latut Jokes, anecdotes and funny stones of this world-renowned and
.ner popular Uerman comedian. Sixty-four pages· handsome
'olored cover containing a half-tone phot'l of the autho~.

W?Bt famous end men.

===========--= ·---- ~
No; 31. HQW T9 .BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fomi;;.
teen 1llustrations, givmg the different positions requisite to becoil!JC
a good speaker, read.er and elocutionist. Also containing gems frdl:'.
a!l the popular !luthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the momG'
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. ~fOW TO DEBA'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting ~
bates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion and thfl 'Im:(
sources for procuring information on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-'.rhe arts and wiles of flirtation 1'llK
fully Pxpluined by this little book. Besides the various metbod11 ®'
ha.LdkerchiPf,_ fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it 0011
tams a _full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which ik
m_terestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be ha pp);
without one.
No. 4. HOW '.l'O DANCE is the title of a new and handsom<
little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instruo
tions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partleo
how to drrss, and full directions for calling off in a ll popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to lov©
court~hip and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquettI
to be obsened, with many curious and interesting things not &elll
erall y known.
No. 1 i. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction In tl'IK
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad givin& tfri··
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
'
~o. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of tlK
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to t he worlil
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male a llli
<'. ull instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read t hla bocb
or country, and tbe most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
21owers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pubH1hed.
BIRDS AN D ANIMALS .
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated Hl0
,on cooking ever published. It. contains. recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for the management and training of illG
ih b, ga me, and oysters ; also pies, puddmgs, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink. blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
fllastr:y, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popu lar
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS ANIU:
<:ooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely lllUOo
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP. HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
'.lverybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hlntx::
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on how to cakh moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and blr do
~rackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird ·lime for catching birds.' Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J . Harrln11:tol!!
Keene.
ELECTR ICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-~
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AN'D USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountlD!'.J,
xription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism· and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making E lectric Toys, Batteries:
No. 54. HOW 'l'O KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com•
>tc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D . Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keepinf
:!Jatra tions.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving ful:
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- !nstructi.ons for m~kini; cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
,
ta!ning full ,Erections for making electrical machines, induction 1llustrat10ns, makmg 1t the most complete book of the kind evfi
1:01ls, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
lBy R . A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS
No. 67. HOW '.l'O DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
u&rge collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful and 100~
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also fill•
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Tlllilc
ENTERTAINMEI\ (.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book ft1r..
!Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
~bls book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
No. 19.-FRANK TOUSEY'S UN I T ED STATES DISTANO~
t udes every night with his wonderful imitations), can mast er the
art, and create any amount of fun fo r himself and friend:>. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.-Giving t)Jm
official
distan ces on all the railroa ds of the U nited States &D~
.s reatest book eve r published. and ther e's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW •.ro ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Al so table of dist ances by water to foreign ports, hacll
<rery valuable little book just published. A complete compendi um fares in the principal cities, reports of the census. etc., etc., makh~G
llf games, sports, card divers ions, comi c recitations, etc., sui table it one of the most complPte a nd handy books published
N o. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR. -A wo
for parlor or drawing-room enter tainment. It contains more for the
derful book, containing useful and practical information in tl'11c
money than an;v book published .
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAME S.- A complete and useful litt le treatment of ordinary diseases and a ilmen ts common to eveJt'bi
hook, containing the rul es a nd regula tions of billiards, baga telle, fa mily. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general CO"'.J<
plaints.
backgammon , croquPt. dominoes, et c.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMP S AND COINS.-OomNo. 36. HOW TO SOLV ITI CONUNDRUMS.-Containing a ll
ta
inin g valua ble information rega rding t he collecting and a rrangili!C
t he leading conund rums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches
of stamps a nd coins. Handsomely ill n~trute d .
.tnd witty sayings.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETEC'rIVE.-By Old King Bradlg,
. No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy littl e
M ok, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Cr ib- the world-known detective. In wh ich he la ys down some valuallt""
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, Roun ce, Pedro Sancho, D raw Poker, a nd ·sensible rules for beginners, a nd also r elates some adventu~~
~ uction Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known c'letectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGR APHER.-Contai
No. 66. HOW TO D O P UZZLES.-Contain ing over three hunt red interesting puzzles and con undrums , with key to same. A ing useful information regardi ng th e Ca mera and how t o work lt f
also how to make Pho tographic Magic La nt ern Slides and oth~f·
l!omplete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illust rated. By Cap ta in W . De W ..
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
N o. 62. HOW TO B ECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY(
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT ; OR, B OOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
' :1 s. great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADE'.r.-Containing full explanat ions how to gain admittan®,.
course of Study, E xamina t ions, D uties, St aff of Officers, Poe~
::1ll about. Th ere' s happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO B E H AVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard , Police R egulations. F ire Depa rtment, and all a boy shouiti
-,t good society and t he easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, author<
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Nava l Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete liJa..
A the drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Navai
Academy.
Also containing th e course of instruction, descrlptlol!'l
DECLAMATION .
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a bov
- Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an offi cer in the United States Navy. Col!&'
ilalect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to BEColl!I!.~ Cl
West Point Military Cadet."
"'ltb many standard readings.

P RICE 10 CENT S EACH, OR 3 FOR ·25 CENTS.
Addr ess FRA NK TOUSE Y1 P u blisherg 24 Union Square, New Ym·iK

FRA:NK (REA:TIE WEEKLY MAGAZINE.
Containing Stories of Adventures on Land, Sea, and in the A.ir.
'B-Y- '' 1'J"' C> N'" .A.1'\/.l::E.' '·
EACH NUMBER IN A HANDSOMELY ILLUMINATED COVER

A 32-PAGE BOOK FOR FIVE CENTS.
All our readers know Frank Reade, Jr., the greatest inventor of the age, and his two fun-loving chums, Barney
and Pomp. The stories published in this magazine contain a true account of the wonderful and exciting
advei1tures of the famous inventor, with his marvellous flying machines, electrical overland engines, and his extraordinary submarine boats. Each number is a rare treat. Tell your newsdealer to get you a copy.
LATEST ISSUES.
43 Around the Arcti c Circle; or, Frank Reade Jr.'s Famous Flight
R
C d
Ch
d
With His Alt· Ship.
16 Frank
eade, Jr., and llis Engine of the
lou s; or,
ase 1 44 Frank Reade Jr.'s Search for the Sliver Whale: or, Under the
Around the Wor ld in the Sky.
·1
Ocean In the Electric "Dolphin."
01
l7 In ~~e aGSeuaJm~t~~~P~~la:t_ " ~' rnnk R eade, Jr.'s Strange Adventures 45 Frank Reade. J r., and Hi s Electri c Car; or, Outwitting a Desperate
Gang.
18 Chased Across the Sahara: or, Frank Rena e, Jr., After a Bedouin's 46 To the End of the Earth ; or, Frank Reade J r.'s Great Mid-Air
Capt ive.
.
Flight.
19 Six Weeks in the Clonds; or, Frank Rena e, J r.'s Air-Ship the 47 The Missing Island ; or, Frank Reade Jr.'s Voyage nder the Sea.
''Thunderbolt."
48 Frank Reade, Jr., In Central India; or, the Sea1·ch for the Lost
20 Around the World Under Wate 1·; or, 'l'he Won<terfui Cruise of a
Savants.
Submarine Boat.
19 Frank Reade, Jr. Fighting the Terror of the Coast.
21 The lllystlc Brand: 01-, Frank Reade, Jr., and His Ove rland Stage. 50 100 Mlies Below th e Surface of the Sea; 01', The Marvelous Trip
22 Frank Heade, J1·.'s IJ:iectri c Air Hace r ; or, ArounGl th e Globe in
of Frank R eade. Jr.
'l'hirty Days.
51 Abandoned in Alaska: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Th1·i!ling Search for
23 The S1,mken Pirate ; 01', Frank Reade, Jr., in Search of a Treasure
a Lost Gold Cla im.
at the Bottom of the Sea.
52 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Twe nt,v-Fi\·e Thousand illii e Trip in t he Air.
24 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Magnet ic Gu n Carriage; or, Worki ng for the 5 3 U nder the Yellow Sea; or, Frank Rea de, Jr.' s 'earch for the cave
U. S. lllail.
·
of Pearls.
25 Frank l{eade, Jr., and Hi s Electri c I ce Sh ip; or, Driven Ad 1·i ft
in the Frozen Sky.
54 From the Nile to the Nii:er; or, Frank Reade, Jr. Lost in the
26 Frank Heade, Jr.'s IJ:i ectri c Sea Engine; or, Hunting for a Sunken
Soudan .
Diamond Mine.
55 The El ectri c I s land: or, Frank R eade, J1·.'s Search for the Greatest
27 The Black Range: o r, Frnnk Reade, Jr., Among the Cowboys with
Wonder on Ea rth .
His Electric Carn van.
56 The Underg1·o und Sea ; or, Frnnk Reade. Jr.'s Subterranean Cruise.
28 Over the Andes with Frank Reade, Jr., in His New Ail'-Ship ; or, 57 U'rom 'l'l'opic to Tropic; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Tour "'I th His
Wlid Adveutul'CS in P e ru.
Bicycle Car. ·
29 Frank Heade, Jr., E x ploring a Submarin e l\lountain ; or, Lost at the 5!l Lost in a Comet's Tail : or, !~ rank Reade. Jr.'s Strange AdvenBo ttom of the Sea.
tore With His Air-ship.
30 Adl'ift in Airica; Ot', Frank Rea de. Jr., Among the Ivory Hunte rs 59 Under Four Oceans; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Submari ne Chase of
with His New El ectri c Wagon.
a " Sea Devil."
31 Frank Reade, J L".'s Search fo l' a Lost l\Ian in His Latest Air 60 The l\Iysterious l\Iil'age; 01'. Frank Rea de, Jl'.'s Desel' t Search for
Wonder.
a Secret City.
32 Fl'ank Hea de. Jr.' s Search for the Sea Se rpent ; or, Six Thousand 61 Latitude 90 Degl'ees: or, Frank Reade, J l'.'s l\Iost 'l'l'onde rful l\Ild1\liies Under th e Sea.
Ail' Flight.
33 Frank Heade. Jr .'s Prairie Whi1·lwind ; or, 'l'he Myste ry of the 62 Lost in the Great Undertow; or, Fl'ank Reade, Jl'.'s Submarine
Hidde n Canyo n.
Crui se in the Gu lf Stream.
34 Around the H or izon for 'l 'en 'l'housancl ~Ill es; Ol', Frnnk Reade, 63 Acl'oss Australia with l• rank Reade, Jr.; or, in His :\ew Elect ric
Jr.'s Most \Yonderful 'l'rip.
Car.
35 Lost in the At lanti c Vall ey; or, Frank Reade, J r., and bis Won- 64 Over Two Continents; or, Frank R ea de, Jr.'s Long Dis ta nce
der, the "Dart."
Flight.
36 Fl'ank R eade, Jr.'s Desel't Expl ore r : or, The Unde rground City 65 Under t he Equator; or, Frnnk Head e, Jr.'s Greatest. Su bmarine Voyage.
of t he Saharn.
; 66 A str ay in the Seh •ns; or The Wild 1£xpcrieuces of Frank Reade, Jr., in
37 Lost in the l\Ioua.tain s of l he l\Ioon : 01', Frank Reade, Jr.'s G1·eat ,
Sou t h America.
'l'r ip with the "Scud."
67 In the ·wild Man's Land: or, \Vith Frank Reade, Jr., in the H eart of
:18 ruder the Amazon for a 'J'h o11 snnd )!li es.
Australia.
39 Frank R eade, Jr.'s Cli ppe r of the l'rairi e: 01-, Fighting the Aparhes 6 8 From Coast to Coast; or, Frank R eade, Jr.'s Trip Across Africa .
in the Southwest.
69 B eyond the Gold Coast; or. Frank R eade, Jr.'s 01·eria nd Trip.
40 The Chase of a Comet; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Ae rial Trip with 70 Acros• the 1£arth; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Latest 'l'rip With His New Air
th e " F'l ash ."
Ship.
41 Across the Frozen Sea; o r, Frank Reade J1·.'s Electric Snow Cut- 71 Six Weeks Buried in a Deep Sea Cave ; or, Frank RP.ade, Jr.'s Great Sub·
t e r.
marine Search.
42 Frank Reade Jr.'s Electric Buckboa1·d: or, 'l'hriiling Adventures in 7 2 Across the Desert of Fire; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Marvelous Trip in a.
North Australi a .
'
Stra nge Country.
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